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Note from the Editor

Josh-Wade Ferguson
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I hope that this edition of the Fieldstone Review is as exciting and
refreshing for you as it was for all of us here. We are particularly excited
about this edition because it is both the Fieldstone’s first special edition and it is also
our return to print. It has been a lot of fun – mixed with serious dedication – to get
this journal back on its feet. I must say, none of this would be possible if it wasn’t for
the wonderful effort put in by the entire editorial staff. Jon deTombe, Adar Charlton,
Jon Bath, Shakti Brazier-Tompkins, and Rob Imes have more than outdone
themselves. I found myself awed by their devotion and creativity each and every time
that we met to put this edition together.
This edition is brimming with literary delights. The poetry section offers varying
poems that move from ecological issues, identity, and place, to whimsy and – much
to my delight – swashes of Saskatchewan flavour. It is my hope that the prose section
will engage and entertain you with the same fervour that it has me. There is enough
existential angst and country-n-western to keep me sated for a while. I was surprised
and pleased by the abundance of talented submissions we have received and I hope
that these chosen pieces surprise and please you too.
We are also blessed here, at the University of Saskatchewan, to have recently started
an MFA program in creative writing. This past year was the first year of the program,
and, from what I have heard, it has been quite successful. We are lucky that our new
coordinator is an old friend of the Fieldstone and she was kind enough to give us a
few words. I highly recommend reading Jeannette Lyne’s “Musing in Work Boots.” I
feel that she accesses the sense of literary community that we strive for here at the
Fieldstone Review.
This experience has been wonderful, and I hope you enjoy what we have put together
here for you.
All the best,
Josh-Wade Ferguson
Editor in Chief
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Musing in Work Boots

Jeanette Lynes
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Iconic singer-songwriter Joan Baez has said that when she writes songs,
the words just “crawl down [her] sleeve and come out on the page.” In a
similar vein, I’ve heard this or that fiction writer claim that once the
story kicked in, it just ‘wrote itself.’ Or that the characters ran away with the story
and the author became a mere conduit, a sort of secretary transcribing the
movements and words of these upstarts formed from syllable and syntax, adjective,
verb, and noun, who then leapt off the page. Such notions make writing sound easy
and if the words slide down the songwriter’s sleeve and onto the page, I’m delighted
for her as I am for any Fictionista whose characters step up to do the heavy lifting.
For most of us, though, writing is hard work. There’s no auto-pilot, no cruise control,
no real shortcut. If any of you editors, contributors, or readers of The Fieldstone
Review has found a way for your story or essay or poem to ‘write itself,’ please
Facebook me immediately. I want to know what computer program you’re using, or
substance you’re smoking. If writing really, truly ‘wrote itself,’ wouldn’t there be
many more writers? At the risk of coming off as gloomy, my own predisposition
follows more closely along the lines of poet Louise Glück’s contention that “[t]he
fundamental experience of the writer is helplessness.”

I don’t think this is as bad as it sounds. A sense of helplessness may impel us to get to
work by triggering an enabling humility, a critical stance, or a feisty aggression
towards the compositional task at hand. The first students in the new two-year MFA
in Writing at the University of Saskatchewan are now working on the book-length
projects that will be their theses in poetry, fiction, or creative non-fiction. My hunch
is they won’t tell you writing is easy. Still, they write. There are stories to be told,
poems to be penned, language to be mined, imagination to be tapped.
Magazines don’t ‘edit themselves,’ either. Putting together a magazine involves real
labour and I commend the editors of The Fieldstone Review for bringing this
publication back into the light again. It will provide a lovely venue for writers at the
University of Saskatchewan and beyond. Writers need venues. Venues make us feel
less helpless.
Notice that Louise Glück said “helplessness,” not “loneliness.” Yes, it can be lonely
being a writer. But the editorial collective of The Fieldstone Review is an anti-lonely
brigade, a community, hub, pre-emptive strike against isolation, just as being
situated in a literary culture as rich and varied as Saskatchewan’s affords us an
artistic home. Home is our stay against helplessness. If we have an artistic home,
whether virtual, physical, metaphysical, or some combination thereof, we’re not
entirely forsaken, over a literary barrel, up a compositional creek without a paddle.
We share this home with others. The Fieldstone Review and all the intrepid writers
at the University of Saskatchewan bear tangible witness to our collective labour; even
as I type this, I can hear work boots thunking their determined daily paths along the
floor to the writing desk.
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Blood and Trees

Courtney Bates
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I remember being told:
ink was once made with blood.
Turns out it was actually ashes,
but who is to decide where skin
ends and blood begins?
I can see blood oozing over bark
– human or tree?
Isn't it ironic that we preserve
our words in blood on the trees,
our trees in blood for our words.
What wound do words open,
gushing onto the page?
Language that both gives breath and brings death,
like blood.
Is it the tree or the blood that survives?
Or do they carry each other,
piggy-backing across fire, floods, and time.
Can I put my hands on this tree,
here,
and divine meaning
from Brailled bark,
fingertips catching on rough slivers,
leaving their blood mark.
Eventually, we all wish to end as trees.
Baucis and Philemon, dead at the same moment,
but living intertwined.
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A Shining Light

Cory Baumgardner
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A shining light amidst the shadow of “discovery,”
there came on tides of blue and grey
fresh death of stories lost to all recovery,
veiled by “seize the day.”
Histories laid to “rest” in porcelain tombs,
there came The Pale Hand that wrote
The History, stifling colonial gaze,
the stories of those who arrived by boat.
“This thing of darkness I acknowledge mine.”
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Saskatoon 2020 A.D.

Gary Chappell
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my tears land
unnoticed
on the clean sheets
in room three-oh-four
I vacuum, change the towels
disinfect the tub and sink
new soap, glasses
on to three-oh-six
treadmill job, a flat in the slums
with my two sons
thirteen and eleven
rooms too small to breathe
their friends with knives
baseball bats and no ball
the street the only game
where admission is free
each morning I walk to work
past River Landing's new art gallery
see the Mercedes parked in front
eight dollars to go in
last night we saw the fireworks show
at the river, so many colours
no charge, everyone was welcome
like when we go to the food bank
sometimes I watch lazy lovers
on the grass near the Bessborough
they walk the river path, point at yellow
kayaks in their whitewater heaven
my boss lives in a condo village with a gate
hydro-turbines in the weir
heat the hot-tub in his back yard
not the shower water in my flat
mud sturgeon and suckers swim at the weir
the fish ladder helps them climb
out of their trap, to a better place
where is the ladder for me?
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The Prize Cat

Merrill Edlund
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a mash up poem inspired by E.J. Pratt

1973
Analyze the poem she said
I was an optimistic poet studying Canadian Poetry
I searched for answers in the stacks of the library periodical room
no google god would save me
I observed “The Prize Cat demonstrates an instant reversal to primal nature in a
pet that has
been tamed and comes from a pure blood line.”1
Held my hand high “The human race is primal and uses instinctive needs as well as
ethics in
order to survive and progress.”2
“No it’s not about that!” a sudden sharp assault.
“Could it not also be about human relationships?” I said gentility was in the fur.
“Is that the best you can do?” she gleamed.
“Though it pertains to a prize-tabby yet it also applies to the most cultivated of the
humanspecies, male and female.”3
“No, you are wrong!” the jungle strains within the cells and in veins of her throat.
“Certainly there are different levels of meaning in the poem?” I said soft-mannered,
musical in purr.
“You are wrong! It refers to Mussolini’s attack on Ethiopia just before the Second
World War.”
Her eyes rolled back in a trance and caught me on the wing.
“You. Get out!” anger ever arched her back. “Get out of my class!”
“The sudden assault implies colossal powers uncontrolled and irresistible– not just
out there in
the external world but here, close by, inside the domestic cat and within our own
civilized self.”4
From behind the desk came the leap so furtive-wild.
“Why don’t you just go home and have babies!” she hissed.
And crying like an Abyssinian child had cried out in the whitethroat’s scream.
That’s exactly what I did.
1 Mensch, Fred, 1972, Aspects of Heroism and Evolution in Some Poems by E.J.

Pratt. Univ. of Lethbridge. A thesis submitted in partial fulfillment of the
requirements for the degree of Master of Arts. P 23.
2 Ibid., 12.
3 Retrieved from: The Prize Cat: Annotations Box 7, no. 60.On his life and Poetry 95,

www.trentu.ca/faculty/pratt/poems/annotations/134annotations.html .
4 MacDonald, R. D., 1995, E.J. Pratt: Apostle of the Techno/Corporate Culture?

Canadian Poetry 37, p. 17-41. Retrieved from:
http://canadianpoetry.org/volumes/vol37/macdonald.html.
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Modi says Hello

Milton P. Ehrlich
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Addicted to absinthe
and hashish,
Modigliani
was a troubled soul.
Impoverished in Paris
before the war,
he lived without running water
and moved whenever
the rent was due.
He roamed the streets
in drunken squalor,
desperate to sell his art
for a drink.
He clowned around
with razor-sharp wit,
meningitis eyes
and sparkling lips.
Incensed by anti-Semitism
in France,
he’d take off his pants,
and dance naked
on caf tables to show
he was circumcised.
Painfully aware
of the Royalists’ role
in the Dreyfus Affair,
he’d gaze intently
in to the eyes of a bourgeois
and greet him
with a blazing surprise:
“Hello, I am Modigliani;
I am a Jew.”
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Light fingered (Once a thief)

dee Hobsbawn-Smith
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She reads the news online,
the latest heists, secrecy
liberated, documents freed
from government vaults, seniors separated
from savings. It sounds so effortless
compared to an inhuman being in black balaclava waving
a gun, running out with millions,
bodies in his wake like jetsam. Actual
theft, so physical,
compared to cyber-stealing, flaming
texts illuminating the wrong face,
blue-bell computer screens
broadcasting glorified gangsters,
barracuda bugs clandestinely recording every show she watches,
every tiptoe through the illicitness
of chatrooms and online porn.
The real future as a crook
is online, look ma, no hands.
Today she catches herself
pouring the extra glass of wine at dinner,
the afternoon's uncounted
cookie and espresso, the coffee cake's last slice, accumulating,
psychic weight made manifest.
Her oesophagus can't contain it all, valving
open, gas reminding her. And she remembers
the bulge of purloined earrings
chiming together, secreted under her narrow teenage waistband,
past the oblivious clerk,
remembers too the stealthy slide of surreptitious fluids
down his thigh onto her palm,
as she rode home late one night
in her best friend's boyfriend's car.
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Life Under the War Memorial Bandstand: An Amputated Labour Day Sonata

Holly Keeler
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Seasonal Washrooms:
Open: First of May
Hours: 9:00am to 10:00pm
Closed: Labour Day Evening
A sign with so many colons,
I didn't know
bathrooms existed here.
I sit on the bandstand
barefoot and superior
writing poems extolling
war dead, people peeing
beneath me. Signs, labels
separate the sexes.
Men, shown with pants
women, the dress
Ladies to the last. Behaviour,
curbed to suit the image.
Latrine land for men
means, no privacy.
Real men have no problems
Showing off their dicks and
Dying for their country
Rosie left
to screw the nuts
back home. Anything for the war
effort. Death by gun
Is now an equal opportunity,
So, you would think
they would put doors
in the men's shitter,
equality only goes so far.
As a woman, in my enclosed
cubical, the only blood
I spill is when I change
a tampon, and...Who
cleans this place anyway?
Tomorrow, this place will close
But for today,
I write a poem
And flush a toilet.
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The Refuge of a Hill Town

Mercedes Lawry
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Drowsy men in piazzas wait for their souls
to step forward. I come quiet as winter,
bereft of stories and caution.
The blue hills keep my eyes.
I'll go nowhere for a long while.
The arduous ways of time
steeped in sage and warm lemon.
The salted fish, brown potatoes,
small cracked cup of weak tea.
No one prays out loud. No avenue
of birds, or lovers waiting by the gate,
that eagerness not even a memory, or page
in a dusty book. There must be knives,
there are always knives when the night
turns grim and somebody cannot bear the truth
and so becomes the lie, as if that will change
his bones to gold. Dinner is served
at a regular hour under the stars,
which even the blind can carry deep in their pockets,
letting their fingers trace the shape
so as not to pierce their skin,
releasing pills of blood, startlingly red.
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Cut

Nico Mara-McKay
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Fat yellow roses
Sip from a jar
Baby's breath and greenery
Accentuate golden knots
And grape heavy heads tilt
Toward a moment –
When the question of god
Becomes unnecessary
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Brooklyn, 1952

Dave Margoshes
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We board the bus together,
me first, so I take
the first empty seat,
there’s plenty more further back
but that’s the one she wanted.
Me 10, 11, innocent
as a certain lamb.
I don’t even notice her
till she’s pausing beside
me, glaring down, grey-haired,
grandmotherly. “Kike,”
she spits, lumbers on.
The bus trembles.
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I spy a pair of eyes: a riddle

Cassidy McFadzean
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This creature is hidden behind walls,
concealed in confines clasped tightly shut,
or whisked away in wheels and hutch.
A pair of eyes inside steel slots,
peer into mine, pupils brightened
black as onyx, an unblinking stare.
I touch a tuft of tangled fur,
long hairs flecked with fleas and dirt,
a tail flicking teeming flies
from scuffed hooves, hard as stones.
I see such pale nostrils flared
smelling soured piss on matted hair,
the grating wet with waste and gore,
or poison methane masking air.
Still, I discern two docked ears
through tiny cracks carved in the wall
and hear the moans, muffled and dull,
the clang of cage, the cold, hard metal,
and two dark pupils placed on me.
ANSWER: livestock in truck
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Pigeon on a London Street

Charlie Peters
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The bobble-headed pigeons of London
saunter around because they own the place,
I shuffle out of the tube and stare wrinkle-eyed
as the collared shirts and pressed skirts
flowing around me fold their foreheads
at me, I see it, and know suddenly
that I am a child to them; as are
the children of London, I am fascinated
by the pigeons, imitating their pecking trot
without thinking. “Like a silly child, this foreigner”
say the eyes of this world city
and my colonial t-shirt gaze is ashamed
because there are no pigeon feet on cobblestone
in Saskatoon.
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Heather

Hilary Sideris
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Miss Mather called
me Heather all
first grade. My bully
brother named me
Floor. You dwell
in subpar, marshy
soil: who'd think
your creeping
grayish stem
could break into
this violet spike
& bell-shaped flor?
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Dandelion

Hilary Sideris
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The jagged edges
of your leaf explain
your name, dent
de lion, also known
as Pastor's Crown,
Swine Snout. Humid
Indiana afternoons,
blowing your gray seeds
out like cake candles,
I'd count the souls,
like it or not, I'd bring
into this world.
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enough

Greg Stacey
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“thin sun”
she liked that.
what else did I say to her,
that I “just can’t understand the ability to become something.”
this was my poetry teacher.
this was a poetry class.
ten of us
mostly women
from Chapters.
and they liked mine best
and like Charles Bukowski
I wrote a poem about Bukowski
and they liked that one best
and I longed to remember why I started to drink alone, but
no
I ate it up; the poetry class loved it,
the poetry class loved me.
the attention,
later I sent her an e-mail
saying how much i liked
it
and her.
and after, always,
the red
and green lights
led me home.
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On Writing

James Tyner
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and then there was blood in her
eyes, running over cheeks like tears.
I’m in a stadium of twenty thousand
praying people and this four foot
Mexican woman is screaming now,
grabbing Luis by the front of his robes,
flinging him down a row of seats,
chairs rippling over the monk.
It’s my first year in the monastery
and I’m thinking this bitch is gonna
get socked for throwing Friar
Luis when this priest shows up,
right out of the crowd. And he
is praying, and there’s a bible
in his hands, and the words are
flowing from English to Spanish
to Latin. The woman seems smaller
now, hooting, screeching, writhing
in her seat like a snake and someone
whispers “Exorcism.” The priest
flicks his wrist, calls me over, and I’m
holding a bible for him now, as he reads,
but I can tell he’s not even looking at it,
this is rhythm, this is practiced,
and I can’t wait for this to be over,
and all the faces around me are dark,
the stadium lights off. But it’s like they
see more than a woman with bloody
eyes, and I keep thinking if she moves
again I’m dropping this bible,
and kicking her fucking ass.
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Trace

Lesley Washington
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it appears you have not noticed
but i have disappeared
gone from you and this house of
bleached bone we once lived in
together
i watch you through the parlour window
your mouth moves
you make wild gestures
i do not understand what you think you see there
looming in front of your anger
if i can i shall send a letter:
i am sorry, but you have lost me
to pyramids, sphinx, and mummified kings
i have picked up a handful of myself
slipped through my own fingers
have scattered
and gone
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Learning in spite

Christine Wessel
I understand where I am in this place.
The brown walls dripping with mediocrity,
The incessant reminder that I am as effective as a Q-tip on an eyeball.
I recognize that I am insignificant
Like rain the day after a monsoon.
Dreaded, feared, respected, unwanted.
Sometimes there can be too much–
In this place where the walls continue to close in
Creeping in
Caducity caging me in.
It's a sin to waste this education.
They'll gnaw off their own left legs before they listen.
A special few will absorb as much as their pores will allow.
Sponges who will spew out while they take more in.
And I will be a part of this liquidity.
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Controlling the Masses

Christine Wessel
Sitting at a worn picnic table in a wide open field,
The woman teaches illiterate men how to read and write.
While she scribes for one man, the others stand to leave
With no explanation.
The remaining blue-eyed, dark-haired, soft-skinned man
Instructs the woman to write his story.
He tells of his life as a mercenary.
He adds that he is never happy,
He doesn't know why,
But he cannot feel.
The woman leans in and whispers–
We are test subjects, we are being watched, we aren't free to be happy.
The killing man and the teaching woman kiss.
He doesn't like her lip gloss because it tastes like cinnamon,
But he likes the feel of her salty skin.
They giggle.
She points out that he has now felt three things.
There is a connection.
Two scientists emerge from nowhere.
Furious that the killing machine and educator have met.
They weren't supposed to.
Strength and intelligence are a threat.
The two desire each other, but sense they cannot be together.
Why are they here? How do they get out?
The field is wide open.
Few can read and write.
They cannot be together.
His instinct is to fight.
Hers is to think.
The test subjects weren't supposed to meet.
This connection might suggest defeat.
And freedom is too dangerous.
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Desecration

Anne Whitehouse
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I placed it like a reminder
in the corner of my computer screen;
all day I kept coming back to it:
the web cam a mile underwater
recording clouds and plumes of filth
expelled like an explosive diarrhea
from the bowels of the earth,
convulsive, unstoppable,
polluting the soft, blue-green waters
and pure white sands
of the warm, salt sea,
its rich, teeming, varied life –
dolphins playing at dawn,
stealthy, sinuous sharks,
fish the colours of the rainbow,
vibrant corals and seaweeds,
mollusks and crustaceans,
the most magnificent birds
and intricate shells –
fouled and mired in the earth's shit.
The very substance of our greed
come back to contaminate the world,
until the last fires of internal combustion
are quenched.
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Worldy Affairs (6): Today's Special

Changming Yuan
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Appetite:
North Korean pickle soup
Iranian hard nuts
Venezuelan sour coffee
Main Courses:
American democracy steamed with socialism
Chinese communism fried with free market
Desserts:
Sushi with Oettinger
Curry with Brigadeiros
Fortune Cookie Slip Reads: Syria
Oops, here's another hidden one: c-h-i-n-a?
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Gray Matter

Dan Algara
There are places I can’t go. Fields and ripples of something called ‘grey
matter’ that are closed off to me since – well, I can’t remember that
either. I may have lost them in the pool; my mother said I was so deep
that I looked like a stick in the water. Maybe it was later.
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I go to school. The doctors told us it was ‘against the odds’ that I’d learn anything. I
like it. The kids are nice, my mom says I’m pretty, and I think it helps them forget
the stuff I can’t do. I can do most school things like reading and math, but I can’t
write. I don’t remember the order of the words. It’s too deep. Sometimes there are
things that the teachers say that sink deeper into places that I can’t get to. Deeper
into the grey matter, I suppose. It makes me unable to learn. I don’t know why a
snake hisses, or even why a cloud appears like a white ghost in the sky. I was told
many times, but those things are deep. I’ll never get them back. Sometimes I wonder
if I could get to those places that are now bottomless pits and get back some of what
the pool took, but I can’t, as hard as I try.
I wonder a lot. About things like birds flying (where are they going? are they afraid?),
or leaves that die and fall to the ground (why does it happen? it must hurt). I know
they are simple. I’ve been told many times that these things that happen are natural,
but natural seems like an odd way to explain what I see.
Every morning my mother makes me a waffle. I won’t have anything else. It makes
me feel good to see the squares full with butter and syrup. I can see the whole thing
happen and it doesn’t happen fast. I understand it.
“Your mother loves you,” she says to me.
I respond when I can. Sometimes I ignore her. I think she knows I hear her either
way. Even if I couldn’t hear anything – even if the pool took my ears, too – she would
still say it. Anyway, sometimes it’s hard for me to put all the things I can think into
what I say. I think she knows I love her back.
“I love you, Mom,” I say in return, just to be sure.
She likes it when I talk. It makes her cry. Even I know there are two reasons to cry,
but I can never tell which kind she does.
“Your father will be here tonight. He has had a long shift and he wants to see you. He
loves you, too.”
“I don’t want to see him,” I tell her.
“What a thing to say, Mara. He loves you.”
“Not like you, Mom. You stay with me.”
“Your father works very hard. He cannot be here all the time like me.”
Mom has tried to tell me why he can’t be here. He makes money, she says, but I
cannot see how it brings the things she says it does: waffles, blankets, and the car. I
know he is not here, and here means love, I think.
“Can I play outside today?” I ask.
“I don’t know – last time-”
“I’ll stay in the back. I like the hill. It’s up high.”
We live in a different house now. Our yard goes up and up to a hill that I can see the
whole town from. I just sit.
My mother stares into the backyard from the kitchen window. I don’t know why she
does that; this house doesn’t have a pool like our other one, but sometimes she looks
out there like she still sees one.
“Oh, honey, maybe you can play inside today. We can call Sarah, and you can play
house.”
“I don’t want it, Mom. I want to be alone, up high.”
“Maybe I could go up the hill with you,” she tells me, but I think her crying has
switched to the other kind.
I hate that sort of crying and even though I wanted to be alone I say, “Alright.”
There isn’t much sunlight left. It is going down. It always seems to go down faster
once it gets near the top of the hills.
“Do you think there’s a heaven?” I say to her.
“I used to think so,” Mom sighs.
“Sarah’s mom says there is.”
“It’s a tough thing to prove.”
“Maybe there’s no heaven, like with harps and all happiness, but there’s another
place, where things are easy to understand.”
“I hope so.”
The sun goes down and it gets cold. Below, in the fields before the city, mist fills in
the dips of the hills. Usually when I go inside it’s before dark, but I want to stay.
“If there is no heaven,” I say, “then there’s no bad place either. So all the bad people
can be bad and if they don’t get caught here they don’t get punished at all. That’s not
fair.”
“I guess,” she sighs again, “but what about the things that are nobody’s fault?” She
kind of says this to someone else, but we are alone. “Bad things happen, too many
bad things.”
“Good things happen too, Mom,” I tell her and then think for a while. The sun is
almost gone and an orange fountain springs up from behind the mountain before it
disappears. “But if bad things mean there is no heaven, does it mean that good things
make it real? Then it would depend on what there is more of. Is there more good or
bad in the world?”
She kisses me on the head. “I don’t know the answers.”
“They’re too far in. I can’t get to them either. Too deep.”
“I think your father’s home. Let’s go in.”
My father expects a hug and I give it to him, but I don’t mean it. I think he knows I
don’t. It makes me feel bad. I just can’t think of a way that he loves me. They say that
you should love everyone, especially your parents. I don’t understand it. Maybe I
can’t understand or maybe it’s not true. I’m not sure.
After all of the time is spent together, we go to bed. It’s raining tonight. I want to
sleep in my mom’s bed, but it’s different when my father is here. He’s not here a lot.
My mom says he fights fires, but I’m not sure. I didn’t know fires could fight, and it
doesn’t make sense that he knew what to do after I was in the pool. Mom says he is
the reason I’m alive. Water is the opposite of fire, I thought; how can he be an expert
at both? She wants me to love him, but I can’t.
My father leaves again after a few days, and after a few more he comes back and we
do the whole thing again where we have dinner, talk, then go to bed. I don’t want to
sleep, so after they tuck me in, I fake that I am asleep for a while then I get up to look
out the window. My door creaks and someone walks in. It’s my father.
“Hi,” he says.
I don’t feel like talking, so I return to the window.
“Your mom says you’ve been sitting on the hill a lot.”
“I like it. It’s high up. I can see things.”
He sits in the chair in the corner of the room, the rocker from when I was a baby. My
father always liked the chair and I noticed a long time ago that he never sits
anywhere else. It bothers me that he is in here with me and for some reason I say
something that I never thought of saying before.
“Did you save me from the pool?”
He doesn’t answer me right away. It’s a little dark and I hear him sniff before he says
to me, “I did.”
“Are you a water expert? Do you go to deep places when you go away?”
“I’m not an expert. I just know how to get water out of someone when they swallow
too much.”
“I swallowed too much?”
“Yes.”
I still want to be alone, but I can’t help talking to him. I look down and then there’s
another thing I have to say. It’s like words are coming up from the places I could
never get to before in my grey matter. I always wondered if the places that were too
deep were blue instead of grey.
“What if I didn’t want you to save me?”
My father sniffs a few more times, but doesn’t say anything.
“Maybe there is more good in the world than Mom thinks and I could’ve gone to
heaven.”
“I don’t know,” he says, but his voice sounds higher than normal.
“Do you love me?”
“Yes.”
“Will you stay?”
My father doesn’t say anything. He comes to the floor and gets on his knees. He is
below me and I am above him. I think he’s crying in the sad way when he tells me, “I
will never leave you again.”
I think I understand more now.
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Smell the pitch? Feel it mingling with the salty air, burning your eyes
printer friendly
and making your nose dribble? No, no, I know, there’s a desk over there,
and we’re on the thirty-fifth floor, but believe you me, we’re also sailing
the high seas. Sorry to stretch the metaphor; when this greedy multinational trireme
heads out to hijack capital or sink the competition trying, it draws its striking power
not from the wind, but from the muscles of the supposedly free men chained to the
oars below deck.
Here, I’ll show you what I mean: “Hello, Thompson.” There’s no need to shout or
scowl. Look, I’ll terrify him with a friendly pat on the back and a superfluous arm jab.
Pat, pat, wink, jab, “How’s the family?” and it’s on to business. Note the already
present odour of James Thompson’s perspiration; he knows that if he doesn’t row his
ass off I can do what I like with him: publicly humiliate, demote, fire, or worst of all,
transfer to another office; for these people, being transferred to Moose Jaw is like
being sold to a master who derives a great deal of pleasure from field-testing handwhittled sodomy devices on his servants.
“Thompson, I’m looking forward to reviewing that account this afternoon.” Feel the
deck roll beneath your feet? Thompson can. He knows it, and I know it, but neither
of us is letting on: we are supposed to review the Carlton account Wednesday, not
today (Monday). I may look fat and friendly in a sincerely facetious sort of way, but
take my word for it: if this were a Roman ship, I’d be seven feet tall with ripped abs,
holding a twelve-ended whip in the gigantic hand at the end of my gargantuan
praetorian arm, and Thompson here would be biting down on something hard.
“Sure, it should be all ready for you this afternoon. When should I come by?”
“Didn’t we decide on three?” It’s now ten.
“Right, three. Sounds good; three it is.”
Thompson’s never been any fun. No future; not as a human, anyway – maybe he has
a future in a nice home for abused spaniels. No disrespect to spaniels.
“On second thought, Thompson, wasn’t our meeting supposed to be on Wednesday?”
“Oh, it doesn’t matter. I can have it ready for this afternoon. It’s basically done now.”
He doesn’t realize it yet, but our friend Thompson is now fucked. I pause for a
moment to let anxiety crawl up his spine. “Well, come to think of it, I think I am
quite busy this afternoon.” I pause again to let a feeling of relief settle. Relief must
feel warm, for a tint appears in Thompson’s cheeks, beside a repressed grin. Pause,
pause, pause, pause, “But I am free now. It doesn’t matter if things are a little rough.
I don’t need absolute perfection.” Wink, superfluous punch in the arm, pause so
Thompson has time to soil his pants abundantly, glance at my watch, “Oh, damn! On
second thought, I have a meeting in fifteen. See you Wednesday, Thompson.”
Thompson exits, and likely doesn’t know how he should feel as the elevator drops
into the bowels of accounts receivable, tossing his unsettled stomach into his mouth.
Do you see? Most of us have delusions about what we are. People in my position
typically think, “Slavery ended; the world became democratic and generally tolerable
at some point in the past. We do a service: people need to eat; they need to work; we
give them a fair wage and basic dental.” Right, sure, wonderful, all true. But is it the
whole truth? Or does this evil feed on the rot that grows beneath superficial truth
masquerading as profound truth? Basic dental? Even Roman slave owners tried to
keep their more useful slaves healthy enough to battle to the death. If it’s cheaper to
replace you than keep you healthy, you don’t have basic dental or anything else.
I think Marx underestimated the resiliency of a global capitalist market and opened
the door for the communism we saw, disposing people against real communism in
the process. He saw capitalism as a continual revolution, which is fine, but I can give
a better analogy: capitalism is a great white shark in a feeding frenzy that eats until
it’s full, then turns its stomach inside out, draining itself of all it consumed, just so it
can consume more.
Nonetheless, I can’t believe that this system could last forever, and one must do what
one can to bring it to a speedy end. I use my position as slave thrasher to alienate
those poor unfortunate proles under my authority, teaching them to hate the current
state of affairs as much as possible–throwing TNT into the fire, in the hope that
there will be an explosion big enough to stifle the flames. Sure, on the day we’re
marched onto the stage and declared enemies of the people, I’ll be remembered as
excrement... but I’ll have changed the world in my own little way. What have you
done?
***
A mountain of money – that’s all I can think as I watch him. Mr. Claude Riche, the
President and CEO of Trust Financial, who owns this building, occupies the
penthouse. Rumour has it that he owns both the building and the company outright
– there is no debt involved. Three floors go to TF; his business needn’t pay rent, but
certainly does for tax purposes; that is, Riche’s landlord avatar makes money
charging company-owner avatar’s company rent. The penthouse is almost certainly
‘paid for’ through a complicated shell game that amounts to Riche housing for free.
That’s one floor for him, three for his business: four floors out of forty-six–or is it
forty-five? The occasional lack of a thirteenth floor confuses me, and I can’t
remember whether TF Tower has one. Anyway, that means he’s making money by
renting out the other forty-plus floors. Then there’s the money his business makes
him. On top of this, he (or one of his avatars) can borrow a tremendous amount of
money with the tower, the business, and/or related assets as collateral. Disgustingly
wealthy people get better interest rates, incidentally; it has something to do with
owning the banks.
Watch him as he flirts with Jessica Escravo, a fellow back whipper. I think she
realizes she’s a persecutor, but I don’t think she realizes that she too is a slave.
Everyone’s subject to the same system, after all. Look at Escravo’s loathsome self:
thrusting out her breast like a robin in mating season, tilting her head from one side
to the other each time she adopts a different kind of flirtatious grin. It’s impossible to
differentiate her forced from natural smiles – if there’s a difference. Look at her long,
black, lustrous hair; her suggestively swollen red lips; her trim waist. If only she had
a soul, an interesting brain, a philosophical disposition, or whatever it is that makes
worthwhile people worthwhile. Unfortunately for her, she won’t find her soul at the
end of the golden brick road she’s skipping along, hand-in-hand with Riche.
But my analogy is flawed. She’s not prancing her way through Oz. You need to realize
something’s missing before you seek the wizard; Jessica’s so utterly soulless she
probably thinks she has a deeply profound soul, in the same way that a cockroach or
philosophy undergraduate thinks it understands the universe when it looks at the
stars, simply because it’s incapable of understanding the limits of its limited
understanding. Maybe I’m being too harsh – Marx was a philosophy undergraduate
once. Anyway, soul or no, nice legs.
I am trying not to stare, or, more accurately, not to get caught staring, because I
recently became engaged. I’m not quite sure how I came to be engaged, but it is one
of those things I ostensibly am. Her name is Sophia. Sophia Zuiverheid. I sometimes
wonder to what extent she’s marrying me to get a pronounceable last name, and to
what extent I’ve purchased her with my moderate wealth. The amazing thing about
money is that, sometimes just having it gets you what you want without you even
having to spend it. Don’t get me wrong, I don’t mean to imply Sophia’s a thing I’ve
purchased. True, capitalism turns all relationships into exchange relationships, and
reduces all people to things, but this conversation need not necessarily be predicated
on terms convenient for capitalism.
I should mention Sophia’s beauty, which seems to make sense, as I’m exceedingly
wonderful, yet our relationship does occasionally confuse me. Sophia has iridescent
hazel eyes across which rolls a layer of mist when you don’t give change to the
homeless – even though this is a highly immoral act that props up a deplorable
status quo. Sophia’s hair is long and dirty blonde. When Sophia hiccups, she hiccups
all afternoon, and eventually hiccups her soft hair into utter disarray. She manages
to smile a lot, and usually means it, which boggles the mind.
But the really interesting point about Sophia is her unfathomable lifestyle. She
manages to survive doing contract work as an interior decorator; she is paid by job,
not by hour, and is her own boss. On top of this, she volunteers a great deal of her
time and – shockingly – doesn’t get paid for this at all. She even considers selfpromotion petty and refuses to endorse her business in casual conversation. To put it
simply, I’m not sure how she fits into a rational economic model.
First there was intrigue, then more and more time was spent together. Eventually,
my shifting state of infatuation turned into a permanent state of dumbfounded
wonder. The dialectic was at its end; Sophia and I had synthesized. I didn’t express
my will to marry her in quite this way, and I could tell she appreciated it; she seems
to prefer that I manipulate my words so they don’t resemble my thoughts too
precisely.
Anyway, back to Riche, one hand on his bald, pointed chin, the other folded across
his stomach. He’s trying to appear serious as Ms. Escravo explains something he
doesn’t care about. I am at least fifty percent sure he’s staring at her lips whenever
she looks away, and about eighty percent sure the two of them have exchanged inside
information. But maybe Jessica’s ploy to secure the best advantage requires that she
not fornicate with Riche. Now levity returns to their conversation; Riche shifts onto
his heels and begins smiling again. He is thin and vigorous, and can’t be more than
thirty-five years old. Sophia says he’s revolting, but she’s probably lying; after all, it’s
difficult to imagine a diagram comparing our relative wealth on which my net worth
would be visible to the naked eye.
It’s shocking, but if he wanted to, Mr. Riche could get a second tower without
touching any of the money he’s earned from the first tower. Obviously, Riche’s
wealth could virtually grow exponentially. I know, I know, it seems obvious, almost
too obvious to warrant thought, but quite simply, there’s only so much money in the
world. When new money is printed without the old being destroyed, all the money in
the system loses value. Maybe that’s a better way to put it: not that there’s a fixed
amount of money, but a fixed amount of value. The more value for him, the less for
everyone else. How many Mr. Riches are there in the world? Make a modest
estimate.
But the part I find the most interesting is that Riche long ago delegated all his duties
to others, so he really does nothing for money. Sometimes he goes to meetings and
whatnot, but his presence is utterly superfluous, and I think he only does it to satisfy
a morbid sociological curiosity. Do you ever kill time upon the toilet, just relaxing,
and feel like you’re exploiting some loophole in the wage labour system? Mr. Riche
could shit all day, every day and he would make no less money.
***
Don’t you love nights like tonight? Stars twinkling, a silver sliver moon, and a crisp
freshness in the air. It’s ten, and I’m walking home from the office. My car’s in the
underground garage; I prefer not driving whenever I can. It’s supposed to be nice
again tomorrow, so I should be able to walk to work. The walk only takes fifteen
minutes.
The trees are rustling from occasional gusts, and every once in a while a slight whiff
of burning wood drifts into my nostrils. I’m not sure if the smell is a fire-place or a
distant forest fire. Look at this piece of work. A man’s been walking towards me for
some time, but I hadn’t really noticed. He stops. I stop. A silver flash, back and forth,
dicing the beam of streetlight. Look at how calm those hazel eyes are.
“Give me your money and your watch, fatty. I’ll take the briefcase, too.”
All social relationships are economically driven, and this relationship is no different
from all the others.
“Hurry up, bitch.”
I’m looking him in the eye as I take off my watch and pull out my wallet. I’m at least
as calm as he is. Why fret? It’s just another transaction. I might as well be buying
socks. He waves the knife back and forth in another simulated dicing. Swipe, swipe.
“Would you like me to put them into the briefcase so you can carry them more
easily?” It wasn’t a joke. I can be very considerate.
He snatches the wallet, the watch, and then the briefcase. Here we stand.
“The pin’s 3-1-4-1-5, the first five digits of pie. I won’t report it until morning; have a
good time tonight.”
His eyes are...
A blow. Another. Another.
I’m on the ground, an odd sensation vibrating in my teeth.
“Goddamned rich asshole.” A kick in the ribs. Great.
He’s off. Over a fence and into the shadows. Gone.
It’s cold on the ground. A funny perspective from down here; this must be what the
world’s like for a dog.
The trireme. I can feel the deck roll beneath my feet, and can almost
smellthemixtureof salty air and sunlight that bleaches hair a silvery-blond. The sun
is warm on my back. My back... enormous with frighteningmuscles – to saynothingof
my terrifying whip. There are gulls in the sky, and a pleasant summer breeze blows
gently. I jerkback into reality like a secondary student who drankunconscious, found
herselfinexplicablyina cold shower; a jolt, and onthegroundagain.
I try to go up on my right arm, but somethingstearing. Nope, can’t move. I’ll have to
wait for help. The onlythingto. Sticky pools are forming. Some clouds are moving in,
lowfastand grey. Can’t move. The only thing to do. Can’t. I wonderif, what will, will
she, how willsophia? I try yelling, but it hurts too, too damned. I’ll justhaveto wait
forhope Sophiaboundto comealong just have to wait forsomeonesboun
dtojusthavetoso
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Maddie stepped outside as the sun broke, collected the Post off the stoop printer friendly
(delivery guy was getting better), and took in a big breath. Ah, fresh air –
well the freshest of the day, before the rush-hour morons vomited tons
of particulates into the atmosphere. Why the government didn’t just outlaw cars
outright, she couldn’t figure.
“Maybe soon,” she chuckled as she scanned the headlines announcing the
administration’s newest endeavors. A sunbeam stroked her cheek and she walked
down her driveway to observe the world.
The neighbourhood stirred. A couple of joggers met her approval. Stay in shape, keep
healthy. A couple of dog walkers got a similar nod – animals properly leashed, tags
visible. She hoped they were properly vaccinated, but didn’t ask. Give the benefit of
the doubt.
Maddie’s gaze drifted up the street. She frowned. Some of the neighbours still had
their outside lights on. Wasteful. The number of coal plants (and nuclear. Shudder)
working overtime to cover such thoughtlessness appalled her. Why don’t they install
timers or something? Like mine, and she looked back at her door with satisfaction
before continuing her street examination.
Now, what’s that, a pickup in front of the Smiths’? Bad enough it was a truck and all
the wretchedness that implied, but it was new to the neighborhood and roused her
suspicion. As she peered at it, a feathery column of smoke drifted out the driver’s
side window.
Maddie gasped. Cigarettes! She could feel her lungs crusting already. “Well! We’ll see
about this!” and she marched in that direction.
The rising sun lit the occupant, a thirty-ish white man (of course) dressed in a black
flannel shirt, reading a paper, the cancer delivery system dangling from his lips.
“Joe’s Construction” was lettered on the side of the truck. Of course.
“Excuse me,” Maddie said.
Startled, the man dropped the paper and made a defensive lean away from her.
“Ma’am?” he said, around the cigarette.
Oh, God, the Clint Eastwood type. All macho and leather-faced with bright blue eyes.
A country gal’s heart would melt. Fortunately, Maddie was no country gal. “Would
you please put that out?”
The man blinked at her and then held the cigarette up. “This?”
Maddie prided herself on tolerating the stupid. “Yes, that,” she said, patiently.
“Why?”
Her tolerance only went so far. “Many government studies,” she enunciated each
syllable so the moron would get it, “have validated the dangers of second-hand
smoke.”
He regarded her coolly. “Many other government studies,” he enunciated his
syllables, too, “have invalidated that validation. Especially for persons standing
twenty-five yards away. In their driveway. Wearing a bathrobe.” He leaned forward,
peering at her sleeve. “Is that rayon?”
“Certainly not!” Maddie grabbed her robe tightly, mortally offended. “It’s Egyptian
cotton blend!”
The man tsked. “You are aware, are you not, of the exploitation of child workers by
Delta landholders, just so you can have a robe that makes you feel noble?”
The twinkle in his eye gave him away. “Don’t you mock me, Joe or Jim Bob or
whatever your name is!”
He laughed. “It’s Joe, but you can call me Mr. Construction.” He patted the side of
his truck. “As for mocking you, no need. You’re a pretty good self-parody.”
“Self-ppp...” Maddie spluttered, Joe’s little grin sending her blood pressure through
the roof. “Listen, you,” she snarled, leaning belligerently at his window, “I consider
your breathed-out smoke as nothing short of assault and battery!”
“Then,” he said, “you’ll regard this as murder.” He took in a lungful and blew a
stream right in her face, topping it with a smoke ring.
“Gack!” Maddie flew back, clawing at her face and eyes, almost into the path of a
passing car, which swerved. “Hey, watch it!” the driver yelled. Idiot! Couldn’t he see
that she was dying here?
Joe burst out laughing. “Careful there, missy!”
“I am calling the police!“ Maddie shrieked and turned for home, almost running out
of her slippers.
“Sure,” Joe called after, “ask for Officer Bob. He owes me ten bucks,” and laughed
her all the way home.
Enraged, Maddie slammed into the house and grabbed the phone and, finally, after a
very annoying wait on hold, got the desk sergeant. “Yes, ma’am.” He sounded tired.
“I’ll send a car.”
Must have done that while she was on hold because an officer pulled up as she
regained the porch. Joe got out, still smoking, and met the officer halfway. They
talked quietly.
Maddie stormed up the street. “Why haven’t you arrested him?” she yelled.
“On what charge, Mrs. Effington?” The officer regarded her over his mirrored
sunglasses.
“He tried to kill me! He... he,” Maddie shook an agitated finger, “he pushed me in
front of a car!”
“Oh good Christ.” Joe threw his cigarette down in the street.
“Don’t you swear at me!” She bounded back, sure Joe was going to leap on her, and
almost got clipped by another passing car.
The officer regarded all this mildly. “Mrs. Effington, would you please go back to
your house?”
“But he’s a killer!”
“Mrs. Effington.”
She knew that tone and huffed and glared but spun on her heels and almost ran out
of her slippers getting home. She turned at the door and saw the officer and Joe
standing rather chummily. And she knew nothing would be done.
Maddie watched out her window as they talked and chuckled and made a couple of
gestures in her direction, shook hands, and then left, the officer in his car, Joe into
the Smiths’. She suddenly felt very tired and went to bed. About noon, she got back
up and peered out her curtains. Now there were three pickup trucks. And a table saw
in the driveway.
Of all the nerve.
Maddie marched down. Three Mexicans were at the table cutting tile. So, Mr.
Construction, exploiting indigenous peoples and the desperate circumstances that
drive them into illegal immigration, huh? Had him now. “Yo puedo ayudarles!“ she
declared in her high school Spanish.
The three looked up in surprise. “What’d she say?” The short fat one with the big
eyes turned to the rail-thin one operating the saw.
“Sumpin’ about helpin’ us.” Rail-thin turned off the saw and nudged an ancient man
with just a tiny fringe of grey hair on one side of his head. “Ask her what she wants,
Gramps.”
Gramps rattled off a machine gun barrage of Spanish, bewildering Maddie. Gramps
snorted. “She don’t speak Spanish.” He was the only one of the three that had an
accent.
“Can we help you, lady?” Rail-thin looked at her.
“Aren’t you Mexicans?” she asked.
Rail thin shrugged. “I’m from Detroit. Leon’s from New York. Gramps is
Guatemalan. Will he do? Or does it have to be a Mexican?”
Gramps looked at her expectantly and it suddenly occurred to Maddie that they
thought she was picking them up. “Certainly not!” She bristled. Gramps was
crestfallen. “Where’s Joe?”
“He’s getting us pizza. Why, you want some work done?” Now rail-thin looked
expectant.
“No, not from him! He tried to kill me.”
“Oh,” Leon nodded at the others, “it’s the crazy lady.”
“I am not crazy!” She stamped her slipper at their knowing looks, not feeling the
stone she hit. She felt nothing these days. “You work for a bad man! And that,” she
pointed at the saw, “is too loud!”
They looked at each other and started laughing. Rail-thin turned the saw back on,
shaking his head.
“It’s too loud!” Maddie yelled over the noise. “You’re putting too many vibrations in
the air! It hurts the birds. It hurts people!”
Rail-thin shrugged, “Maybe. Ain’t illegal, though.” He picked up a tile.
“And that makes it okay to destroy the environment?” Such attitudes astonished her.
“Lady, go home. Please.” Rail-thin was annoyed. “Joe told us to call the cops if you
showed up and I don’t really want to do that, soâ€¦” And he gestured her away with
the tile.
“It’s not right. It’s just not right.” She stamped her slipper again, hitting another
unfelt stone.
“Holy moly, lady.” Leon blinked at her. “Maybe you do need a dose of Gramps here,”
and the old man raised his eyebrows suggestively, taking a step toward her.
She fled.
Their laughter chased her in the house and to the foyer closet, where she pulled out
the baseball bat and stood hidden beside the china cabinet, waiting for the old man
to show. He would not have her. No one but Don ever had or would.
After a while, she sat on the couch. After another while, she fell asleep.
When she woke, it was dark. Cautiously, she pulled back the curtain and looked. The
trucks were gone, thank God. The Smiths’ car was in the carport. Good. Their porch
light was on. Not good.
She knocked on their door. “Oh no,” Mr. Smith, as sallow and defeated as ever, said
as he opened it.
“That crew you hired is a menace,” she began, intending to segue into the porch light
and what hazards both posed, but was interrupted.
“Who do you think you are?” Mrs. Smith, the source of Mr. Smith’s defeat, bounded
up, pantsuit and short hair and eyes on fire. “Just, really, who do you think you are?”
“I-” Maddie would have no problem answering that, but was not given a chance.
“You are some piece of work, you know?” Mrs. Smith’s whole face was on fire.
“You’re up and down the street in your bathrobe, regardless of the weather,
bothering the whole neighborhood every single blessed day. Well, when you start
interfering in my business,” big emphasis here, big thumb pointing back at her
office-sensible vest, “then you’ve gone too far. If you ever come back here again, I’ll
have you arrested!” She threw Mr. Smith aside and grabbed the doorknob, “You
belong in an asylum!” her last words before she slammed the door.
Maddie stood quietly for a moment, then walked down the Smiths’ driveway. She
turned back. “I’ve already been,” she whispered, and went home.
***
Maddie first saw Donald Effington in September 1942 at a USO dance in Dubuque.
He was all leather and blue eyes. He saw her at the same time and how two sets of
eyes could lock and pass promises to each other across a packed basketball court, she
never knew. She was waiting for him at the bottom of the gangplank at San Diego
harbor in September 1945, and how their eyes found and locked among fifty
thousand other flushed and ecstatic women and rangy, battle-beribboned Marines,
she didn’t know, either.
They farmed for a while, and then he GI-billed and there he was, a college graduate
standing on a platform, newly minted engineer with a job in Washington, handsome
and smiling, and she held up little Tommy and said, “See? That’s your daddy.” And
across all those seated caps and gowns, his eyes found her.
She entered a world she had never envisioned. They moved in circles she’d never
heard of but that he mastered, and he became a man of influence. His presence was
enough to move mountains and resolve intractables, and a great clamour of acclaim
followed him around.
He called her partner and helpmate but that wasn’t true. She was beneficiary and
observer, an acolyte in his temple, astonished at the god’s doings.
“I’ve disappeared,” she whispered to him one night, warm and safe in his bed. He
stirred and held her and was mortified and concerned because he knew his giant soul
swallowed others and he did not want the role of dream eater. “No,” she said as she
caressed his worried cheek, “it’s good. I want it this way.”
He was an indestructible force in a destructible time, when cities burned and youth
sneered at foundations. He was unmoved by colossal tides and she anchored to him
and life-lined their children and they rode high and safe through tempests
undermining the very core of belief. Three sons with souls as gigantic launched on
life’s missions, two daughters firm and stoic and blazing trails.
And one day, shortly before their fiftieth, he coughed up blood. She stared at the sink
in horror because it might as well have been hers. He laughed his indestructible
laugh and went to the doctor and she buried him, and herself, six weeks later.
And she knew, just knew, that all the cars of lesser people, all their smirking
cigarettes, their jets and rockets and chemical plants and strewn trash and loud
music and too-bright lights had all gathered to take him (her) away. It shouldn’t be
allowed.
***
“Mom.”
She opened her eyes. Tommy sat in the chair opposite, the morning light streaming
over him and so much Don for a moment she was sure he’d returned.
“I got some calls, Mom. What have you been doing?”
There was really no need to explain. “I’m sorry,” she said.
He said nothing, but took in her robe. “Mom, you have to shower, change clothes.”
She nodded. Yes, she knew that, knew the importance of routine, even if she
increasingly saw little use in it. She got up and did that and, to please him, selected a
shift Tommy’s darling wife Lucinda had bought for her last birthday. Another sign of
contriteness. A sign she did not need another institution.
Tommy was not there and she looked out the window and saw him up the street
talking to that Mr. Construction fellow. Joe stood with arms crossed and nodded
every once in a while. She went to the kitchen and put on the kettle and had two
steaming cups of tea waiting when Tommy came back.
“You look nice,” he said and smiled and he was Don and her heart leapt and then
broke again. They talked of small things, and then he stood, palm open. “Mom,
please.”
“I’ll disappear,” she said, but they were not the words she used with Don.
“No, you won’t, Mom; I’ll make sure of that.”
She did not argue. He could not possibly know what she meant, anyway. She did not
look at him as she took and swallowed the pill. He nodded, satisfied, but warned her,
one more incident, and she was coming to live with him.
He kissed her cheek and patted her shoulder and left and she lay on the couch and
the blankness overtook her. That’s what she meant.
At sunset, someone knocked on the door and she finally decided it required her
attention so she opened it.
Joe stood there. “I just wanted to tell you,” he said, looking away uncomfortably,
“that I’ve moved the saw into the backyard. Less noise that way.” He stared at her
slow blinking eyes, his brow furrowing.
“Oh, yeah.” He brightened. “These?” He pulled a cigarette pack out. “I’m quitting.
Wife’s been on me to do so and, well...” his voice trailed away, “there doesn’t seem
any more reasons not to.”
He was quiet for a moment, said, “Hope you feel better,” then walked to his truck
parked in front of her house, got in, and drove away. She watched him out of sight,
then closed the door and went into the kitchen. Tommy had laid out the next dosage
and she quietly threw it away.
She would be gone for a day and then sick for another, but she’d be all right in two or
three. She would see Don again. And save another Joe.
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Pêche kicked a rock through the Rushmore workers‘ parking area. She
spotted Bad Glove Hand adjusting the saddle on his horse, Henry Ford.
Above them, on Mount Rushmore, the faces of Presidents Washington and Jefferson
loomed. “How you doin‘, Bad Glove?” Pêche called out.

Johnny “Bad Glove” Hand turned and smiled. “Greetings,” he said, tipping the bill of
his baseball cap, which kept in place his long, black hair. “Say, I looked up Pêche in a
French-English dictionary. Figured you were sick of people asking you about it.”
“My father, who I never met, was French and called my mother his petite pêche and
she just passed it on to me.”
“All it said was: fruit,” Bad Glove Hand went on. “I figured it meant peach, what with
the spelling and folks calling you Peaches.”
“Everybody thinks that, so I let ’em,” Pêche said, playing with the horse‘s mane. “I
like that you named him Henry Ford. It seems to fit.”
Bad Glove Hand shrugged. “I figure, when horses are obsolete, or go by way of the
buffalo, Henry Ford might return the favor and start naming automobiles after
horses.”
Pêche chuckled and waved to her husband Ernie, as he made his way down from the
area on Mount Rushmore that would be Abraham Lincoln. “You know, Bad Glove,
I‘ve always wondered how you feel about working on this shrine to white men carved
into an Indian mountain,” she said, concentrating her attention on Henry Ford.
“An Indian mountain stolen by the wašicu of South Dakota and named after some
New York lawyer who happened to be passing by at the time.” Bad Glove Hand
laughed without smiling.
“I haven‘t found anyone who can explain that one to me,” Pêche admitted, then
guessed: “ Wašicu? White man?”
“Nothing gets by you,” Bad Glove Hand chuckled. “Truth is, I‘m just in it for the
baseball.” A Lakota Sioux and grandson to the treaty signing Bad Left Hand, Bad
Glove Hand hit third in the Rushmore line-up and anyone who had seen him play
first base understood the nickname. “And it‘s not like this Great Depression of yours
doesn‘t affect the Indian, so I don‘t mind taking the wašicu money.”
“I don‘t blame ya...” Pêche watched Ernie trudge over from the steps built into the
side of Rushmore. He‘d worn his dust mask all the way down the mountain, as if to
prove to her he‘d been using it all day. He had quit school at sixteen — often it
showed — to work the monument and play shortstop for the Rushmore Memorial
ballclub. He lifted up the mask and gave her a dopey, lovable grin.
“Anyway,” Bad Glove Hand continued, “I‘m sure there are reasons why I shouldn‘t
have worked on Washington and Jefferson, but I‘m afraid I‘m gonna have to draw
the line at working on Lincoln. The Great Sioux Uprising of 1862, you know.”
“No... I don‘t,” Pêche confessed.
“The Santee Sioux got fed up with reservation life over there in Minnesota.” Bad
Glove Hand tugged on a saddle strap. “So they went on a rampage, killing four or five
hundred whites over some time — which, I‘ll admit, never solves anything. Anyway,
your great man Lincoln takes some time off from your Civil War and hand-picks
thirty-eight Santee warriors and hangs them the day after your Christmas. Largest
public lynching ever, even for you guys.” Bad Glove Hand seemed to pause for
rebuttal and, hearing none, went on: “A week later comes that Emancipation
Proclamation deal, frees your slaves to fight in your war, and — just like that — he‘s a
big hero. He and that bastard Sherman, why that —”
“William Tecumseh Sherman?” Ernie asked to the bemusement of both Pêche and
Bad Glove Hand.
“Where‘d you come up with that name?” Pêche asked.
“School, I guess,” Ernie answered with a shrug. “I liked that Tecumseh name.”
“Yes, your man, Sherman, named for a Shawnee warrior, and later he vows to
exterminate all Indians. How do you like that?” Bad Glove Hand spat on the ground.
“If he‘d had the gumption for politics, he could‘ve been President and would‘ve been
a cinch for the fifth spot on this mount, too. After the Civil War, they put him in
charge of cleaning up the West — cleaning out the Indians — so the railroads could
come through. He started by killing off the buffalo, like he did when he scorched the
earth and the crops in the South on his way to Atlanta, taking away their source of
food and starving them out. He didn‘t care about women or children or the elders:
his goal — and the government‘s policy — was to rid the West of all Indians, herding
them off and killing as many as possible in the process. ’Only good Indian is a dead
Indian‘ — that was one of his. Clever bastard, huh? These days, everyone‘s up in
arms over this Hitler guy in Europe, gathering up and killing Jews for being Jews.
And up in arms they should be! But where were they seventy years ago when
Sherman was playing Hitler with the Indians?”
“Snakes alive! You‘re always coming up with this stuff,” Ernie grumbled. “How do
you know all this?”
Bad Glove Hand climbed atop Henry Ford and replied, “They might make us go to
their wašicu schools but they can‘t keep us from learning.” He gave the horse a little
kick and Henry Ford slowly made his way down the trail.
“You‘re coming over for dinner, right?” Pêche called out and Bad Glove Hand gave a
little wave in response.
“ Wašicu? White man?” Ernie guessed.
“Nothing gets by you,” Pêche giggled, slipping an arm around Ernie‘s waist.
***
Pêche saw Bad Glove Hand coming through the yard. Entering the back door with a
bottle in hand, he started pouring drinks before saying hello.
“Ernie, did you see that Borglum was already out looking for the right rock for your
Roosevelt‘s big head?” Bad Glove Hand called out, referring to the sculptor and
Rushmore creator, Gutzon Borglum. He poured a drink and raised a toast to nothing
at all.
“Is that what he was doing today?” Ernie asked, entering the kitchen. “I always get
scared when I see the old man swinging from a harness.”
“Borglum can handle it, especially when it comes to your Rough Rider,” Bad Glove
Hand said, sitting at the table. “Bad Left Hand used to say: ’I was surprised by how
much land they gave us back, but not surprised at all when they took it away again.‘
To the Lakota, Teddy was just a thief, stealing back land that had been returned to us
after being stolen before. When returned they called ’em ’reservations,‘ and when he
stole ’em back he called ’em ’National Parks.‘” Bad Glove Hand paused and shrugged.
“Of course, we called it sacred even though we stole it from the Cheyenne just a
hundred years before that. Don‘t remember what they called it or who they stole it
from.”
“You know,” Pêche said, “they talk about this being a memorial to Presidents —
ignoring Susan B. Anthony, Sitting Bull, and Crazy Horse — but when you look at
Teddy: he served twice, went for a third and lost, then went for a fourth and couldn‘t
even get nominated. How bad must he have been that second term?”
“Rough Rider, war hero, and the Panama Canal will get you on the rock anytime,”
Bad Glove Hand said, slugging from his glass. “Don‘t hurt to be buddies with
Borglum either.”
“Don‘t hurt to be the only one of the four that anybody alive can remember,” Ernie
laughed and raised a toast, presumably to the mountain.
Bad Glove Hand stood and pulled a piece of paper from his pocket. “I stopped in at
the library and found a Teddy quote I just had to write down. Now, before I read this,
picture him up there with your great white leaders — he‘ll be the one with the
glasses. And I quote: ’I don‘t go so far as to think that the only good Indians are dead
Indians, but I believe nine out of ten are, and I shouldn‘t like to inquire too closely
into the case of the tenth.‘”
“He said that?” Pêche gasped. “Sounds like he gave it a lot of thought, too.”
“That was my thinking,” Bad Glove Hand agreed, still looking at the quote. “Nobody
says ’I shouldn‘t like to inquire too closely into the case of the tenth‘ like it‘s a
thought off the top of his head.”
“When did he say this?” Pêche asked. “Was he drunk in some bar?”
“Nope, he said it in a speech in New York in 1886. Fifteen years before he became
President.”
“Snakes alive...” Ernie murmured.
Bad Glove Hand slammed down the remainder of his drink and poured another.
“How do the French say it? Sacre bleu? ”
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in Shorthand, as well as seventeen poems and two short stories in Vox. His thesis is
concerned with intersections of Biblical Scripture and quantum physics in a
contemporary Canadian context.
Contributions:
Cape Spencer -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Darrell Dela Cruz
I graduated from San Jose State’s MFA Program for Poetry. My work has appeared
in The Round, Two-Thirds North, Foliate Oak Review, and Sheepshead Review, and
will appear forthcoming in CAIRN, Euphony, The Chaffin Journal, and The Dos
Passos Review. I try to analyze a poem a day on my blog or, rather, I acknowledge
my misinterpretations of poems.
Website: retailmfa.blogspot.com
Contributions:
Kundiman -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Evelyn Deshane
Evelyn Deshane is from the Greater Toronto Area and is doing a Master's Thesis in
Public Texts at Trent University. She plans on continuing her work on digital texts
and their relationship to the audience in her Ph.D. She writes articles for Absynthe
Magazine, maintains an academic review journal called Keyboard Smash, and also
writes fiction online.
Contributions:
The Sea -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Norah Eastern
Norah Eastern taught Dance at University of Toronto while completing her degree in
Psychology and English. Then she fell under the spell of a magician. Together, they
founded an internationally acclaimed illusion design company and enchanted
audiences at Hollywood's Magic Castle, and on luxury cruise ships around the world.
Norah's poetry appeared in a University of Toronto anthology, and she was a finalist
in the Feile Filiochta International Poetry Competition. Her articles on innovative
stage craft were published in Canadian, American, British and Belgian trade
magazines. She produced the magical play Caribbean Cruise which sailed at
Someplace Else dinner theatre.
Contributions:
Notice of Occupancy -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Chelsea Eckert
Chelsea Eckert is a creative writing undergraduate at San Jose State University; in
fall 2015, she will be attending UNC Greensboro for her MFA in creative writing. Her
work has appeared or will appear in Stoneboat Literary Journal, Dressing Room
Poetry Journal, Touchstone Magazine, Jelly Bucket, 99 Pine Street Literary
Journal, The Maynard, and Ignatian Literary Magazine. Stalk her like a hungry
catamount at http://chelseaeckert.me.
Website: chelseaeckert.me
Contributions:
The Best Place for Solitude is an Abandoned Mall -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Merrill Edlund
Merrill Edlund's poetry and fiction have recently appeared in Blue Skies Poetry, Fat
Daddy's Farm, Joy Interrupted, an Anthology on Motherhood and Loss (soon to be
released), and Worth Architectural magazine. A mother of three grown children and
one grandpuppy, she is a poet and writer of short stories, fiction, and creative
nonfiction. She has an M Ed. in technology and teaches high school English and
Creative Writing online.
Contributions:
The Prize Cat -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Milton P. Ehrlich
Milton P. Ehrlich, Ph.D., is an eighty-year-old psychologist who has been a summer
resident of PEI for over forty years. He has published numerous poems in periodicals
such as The Antigonish Review, Toronto Quarterly Review, Shofar Literary
Journal, Rutherford Red Wheelbarrow, Journal of New Jersey Poets, Dream
Fantasy International, Christian Science Monitor, and The New York Times.
Contributions:
Modi says Hello -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Kimberley Fehr
Kimberley Fehr's stories have been published in Descant, Room Magazine, the
Nashwaak Review, the Vancouver Courier, the Toronto Quarterly and more. She
has lived in London, New York and Portugal, but is most at home in a canoe.
Contributions:
The Remarkable Baobab -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Jenny Lee Ferguson
Jen Ferguson is a Canadian studying for her Ph.D. at the University of South Dakota.
She will admit that sometimes she cries in the bath while listening to the original
cast recording of Les Miserables. But she's pretty sure that's not the strangest thing
you've heard today.
Contributions:
In Which Summertime You Again Chase Bear -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Jesse P. Ferguson
Jesse Patrick Ferguson was raised in Cornwall, Ontario, and has lived in Ottawa,
Fredericton and Sydney. He has published poetry and reviews in eleven countries.
Some highlights include: Canadian Literature, Prairie Fire, The Walrus, Poetry
Ireland Review, Poetry and Harper's. His work also appears in the anthologies Best
Canadian Poetry 2009, Rogue Stimulus and The White Collar Book. Jesse has been
a poetry editor for The Fiddlehead, and he has served on the editorial boards of
several other Canadian journals. His two full-length poetry books are Harmonics
(Freehand Books, 2009) and the collection of visual poems Dirty Semiotics (Broken
Jaw Press, 2011). He is also the editor of a forthcoming anthology of glosa poems in
honour of P.K. Page.
Contributions:
Picket-Line Poem 1 -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Triny Finlay
Triny Finlay is the author of Splitting Off (Nightwood, 2004) and the chapbook
Phobic (Gaspereau, 2006). Her poetry and reviews have been published in various
Canadian journals and magazines; her work has also been anthologized in Breathing
Fire 2, Qwerty Decade, and Gaspereau Gloriatur. She lives in Toronto.
Contributions:
Of What I Have Always Known -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Heather Finton
Heather Finton is a Yukon writer whose first book Generous Living was published in
1996; she writes for local newspapers and compilations. Heather's mid-life poetry
has been supported by a capacity for crafting words throughout a lifetime of
articulating possibilities in order to enliven community. Her poems use natural and
household images to reflect the pathos of our shared journeys. She has enjoyed a full
life including as a mother, radio journalist, Cabinet media advisor, consultant to
Yukon First Nation governments and NGOs, co-founder of the Northern Cultural
Expressions Society, and co-owner of Sundog Retreat, an inn near Whitehorse.
Contributions:
Rugged -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
John Matthew Fox
John Matthew Fox writes fiction and nonfiction from Los Angeles. His blog BookFox
is a lively literary weblog with a special emphasis on short story collections. He has
fiction forthcoming in Tampa Review, the Los Angeles Review, and Connecticut
Review, and his book reviews have been published in Rain Taxi Review of Books,
The Short Review, and California Literary Review.
Website: www.thejohnfox.com
Contributions:
Exposition Park -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Raymond Fraser
Contributions:
The Census -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
The Revolutionary -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Alison Frost
Alison Frost is from Brooklin, Ontario and now lives in Vancouver with her husband
Lance and two cats Sprite and Monty - furry, grey good luck charms from Lumsden,
Saskatchewan! Alison has had short fiction published in various Canadian journals.
"Hello" belongs to her first collection, which will hopefully appear as an actual book
one of these days.
Email: alisoncfrost@hotmail.com
Contributions:
Hello -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
M.J. Golias
Has an MFA from the University of Memphis. Currently, she teaches English as a
Second Language in New York City to young adults in an alternative school program.
Recent work of hers has appeared, or is forthcoming, in journals including Colere,
Rhythm Poetry Magazine, The Fiddlehead, The Aurorean and in an anthology,
Pomegranate Seeds: An Anthology of Greek-American poetry. She lives in New
York City and also writes creative nonfiction.
Contributions:
After Opaque Visibility -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Ariel Gordon
Ariel Gordon is a Winnipeg-based writer and editor. Her poetry has recently
appeared in Prairie Fire, QWERTY, and ::stonestone::. Her poems have also
circulated on buses in Manitoba and Alberta. A hand-made, limited-edition
chapbook of pregnancy and mothering poems, The Navel Gaze, is forthcoming from
Palimpsest Press in summer 2008.
Contributions:
Hewn -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Laurie Graham
Laurie Graham will be a grad student in creative writing at the University of GuelphHumber in Toronto come fall. She was the winner of the Other Voices 2004 Poetry
Contest, and a finalist for the 2008 Winston Collins/Descant Prize for Best Canadian
Poem. She comes from Sherwood Park, Alberta.
Contributions:
The Point of Learning Ukranian -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
This Road -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Shauntay Grant
Shauntay Grant is a Nova Scotian writer and storyteller. She has shared her work
internationally at festivals and events, and as Halifax’s third Poet Laureate (2009-11)
she organized Canada’s first national gathering of Canadian Poets Laureate in 2010.
An MFA in Creative Writing candidate at the University of British Columbia,
Shauntay’s work has been critically acclaimed by numerous publications including
The Globe and Mail, Quill & Quire, and Canadian Review of Materials. She is a
recipient of a Best Atlantic Published Book Prize from the Atlantic Book Awards, and
recently one of four Canadian authors selected by the Writers’ Trust of Canada for its
prestigious 2015-16 Berton House Writers’ Retreat Program. Learn more about her
work at ShauntayGrant.com.
Website: ShauntayGrant.com
Contributions:
passing -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Heidi Greco
Heidi Greco's poems and reviews have been widely published, both in print sources
and online. A collection of her poems, Rattlesnake Plantain, came out in 2002 (Anvil
Press). One of her poems is included in this spring's anthology from Harbour,
radiant danse uv being: A Poetic Portrait of bill bissett.
Website: www.outonthebiglimb.blogspot.com
Contributions:
My family gives me prizes for my birthday -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Clarissa P. Green
Clarissa P. Green’s memoir, fiction, and poetry draw on her years as a family
therapist and focus on family relationships, aging, and how memories are
transformed by time. A Simon Fraser University Writer's Studio graduate, Clarissa’s
latest publications appear in Untying the Apron and Animal Companions, Animal
Doctors, Animal People.
Contributions:
Beyond the Cucumbers -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Meaghan Hackinen
Meaghan Hackinen is a Vancouver-born bicycle enthusiast whose two-wheeled
adventures have taken her down the Pacific Coast, across Canada, through the Sierra
Cascades, and into Baja California. She also plays roller derby, and has a pretty
impressive handstand. Meaghan is currently enrolled in the Creative Writing MFA
program at the University of Saskatchewan. Her writing explores relationships,
experiences on the road, and encounters with wild places.
Contributions:
Shingle Spit Road -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Claire Haist
Claire Haist was born in London Ontario. After a year at York University, she
returned home to complete her BAH in English at the University of Western Ontario.
She currently resides in Guelph, where she is completing her MA in drama, and will
be making the move back to Toronto in September to pursue her PhD at U of T's
Graduate Centre for Study of Drama. Claire researches the influence of hysteria
studies on postmodern gender discourse.
Contributions:
So Sweet -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Matthew Hall
Matthew Hall drinks too much and constantly fights with his girlfriend. He was a
forgettable student at the University of Saskatchewan, and now resides in a fishing
village called Patonga, in the South Pacific. His poetry and translations have
appeared in various South American literary journals and in the University of
Buenos Aires Presses, during his travels. His poetry is featured in the current
editions of All Rights Reserved, Sorrwoland Press, The Hudson Review of Poetry
and Skyline Magazine.
Contributions:
Weaponry -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Vivian Hansen
Vivian Hansen's poetry has been published widely in Canadian journals. Her fiction
and nonfiction has appeared in many anthologies, most recently in The Madwoman
in the Academy. (University of Calgary Press, 2003), and Writing the Terrain
(University of Calgary Press, 2005). She has been the ghost-writer of four murder
mysteries. Her chapbook of poetry Never Call It Bird: the Melodies of Aids came out
in 1998. Her first full-length book of poetry Leylines of My Flesh was published by
Touchwood Press in 2002. In 2004, she published Angel Alley, a chapbook about the
victims of Jack the Ripper. She is past-president of the Writers Guild of Alberta and
the Society of Poets, Bards and Storytellers. She has served as VP publishing and
editor of Forum magazine, and Editor of Freefall. She has been a contributor to
OOOO (Originality of Orality On-Line), and the 2005 Calgary Spoken Word Festival.
Contributions:
Virgin Sturgeon -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
gillian harding-russell
harding-russell’s poems have most recently come out in the anthologies That Not
Forgotten (Hiddenbrook, 2012), Poet to Poet (Guernica, 2013), Grandfather, Father
and Me (Hiddenbrook), and Inspired Heart 2 (Hiddenbrook, 2013), are forthcoming
in I Found it at the Movies (Guernica, 2014) and the Nashwaak Review. Her poem
sequence “Where the days and nights are equal length” was long-listed for the
Gwendolyn MacEwen award (2013), and “Desert duets” was short-listed for best
poem in association with that same award. Also, the poem sequence “Enhanced
Woods” won second place in the Gritlit 2014 awards.
Contributions:
Learning to see in the dark -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Craig Harkema
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Craig Harkema recently published a poem in a rock
climbing magazine and has in his possession the
luckiest of shirts.
Contributions:
'The Music That Thinking is': Every Inadequate
Name by Nick Thran -- Issue Number 3, May 2008

Roseanne Harvey
Roseanne Harvey lives in Montreal, where she is the editor of ascent magazine,

Canada's only yoga publication. She has taught ESL in Japan, served coffee in the UK
and studied yoga in the BC Kootenays. Her short fiction has appeared in The
Fiddlehead, sub-Terrain and Coming Attractions '06. "Snow White and the Seven
Latin Lovers" is part of a collection of linked stories set in Wonder World, a Japanese
theme park.
Contributions:
Snow White and the Seven Latin Lovers -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Susan Hayton
Susan Hayton is a physician working in Saskatoon. Over the past few years she has
been spending more and more time writing. This solitary endeavour has been
supported by members of her writing group and by her family. She recently gave a
reading for the Hericane festival and has been diligently working on editing her first
novel.
Contributions:
Cause and Effect -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
I'll Be Seeing You -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
dee Hobsbawn-Smith
dee Hobsbawn-Smith is a poet, chef, journalist, and educator. Her poetry, fiction,
and food writing has appeared in books, newspapers, magazines, and literary
journals in Canada and the USA. After twenty-seven years in Calgary where for eight
years she was the food columnist for the Calgary Herald, dee now lives in a
hundred-year-old farmhouse on the family land west of Saskatoon with her partner.
She joined the MFA program in writing as a student at the U of S in September 2012.
Her fifth book, Foodshed: An Edible Alberta Alphabet, will be published by
TouchWood Editions this spring.
Contributions:
Light fingered (Once a thief) -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Jack Hostrawser
Jack Hostrawser is an award-winning young writer completing concurrent Bachelor
of Arts degrees in English and Creative Writing at York University. His fiction and
poetry have been published in Steel Bananas, Existère Journal, The Quilliad, and
others, and his work has been lauded by the York writing faculty. He is currently
reading the October 1965 issue of the Saturday Evening Post.
Contributions:
Infiltration -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
David Houston
David Houston is an MFA student at the University of Saskatchewan currently
working on a non-fiction thesis. Previous work has been published online and in an
anthology, The House at Black Moss (Clitheroe Books Press). He was winner of the
Wasafiri New Writers prize in 2012.
Contributions:
Homeward -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Heather Hughes
Heather Hughes hangs her heart in Boston and Miami. She thanks Cream City
Review, Grain, and Prick of the Spindle, among others, for also publishing her
poems. She would like to stay in a lighthouse.
Contributions:
Recipe for Stargazing in Concord -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Dallas Hunt
Dallas Hunt (Cree) is a PhD student interested in Indigenous Studies, Indigenous
Literature, and Urban Studies. In August of 2012, Dallas graduated from McMaster
University with a Master’s Degree in Critical Theory and Cultural Studies. Currently,
he is completing his PhD work at the University of British Columbia. He hails from
the Wapsewsipi (Swan River First Nation) in Treaty 8 territory, Northern Alberta,
Canada.
Contributions:
Dancing Yellow Thunder -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
David Craig Hutton
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David Hutton holds a Double Honours B.A. in
English and Political Studies from the University of
Saskatchewan. Formally the Editor-in-Chief of the
Sheaf, the University of Saskatchewan student
newspaper, his creative non-fiction and journalism
has appeared in a number of Canadian newspapers
and magazines.
Contributions:
Editors' Note -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Graham Jensen
Contributions:
God's Fingers -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Leslie Wayne Jones
Leslie Wayne Jones received his B.A. in English Literature at Rutgers University, his
M.A. in Journalism and his M.F.A. in Creative Writing at The University of Arizona
in Tucson. In 1984, Mr. Jones joined the IBM Corporation in Endicott, New York,
where he worked as an editor and later as an award-winning scriptwriter and
producer of high-end corporate video. After leaving IBM in 1991, Mr. Jones returned
to Tucson. There he joined the core faculty of the MBA Program at the Eller School
of Business and Public Administration and worked as a consultant to local
businesses. Today Mr. Jones is a lecturer in the Department of English, and he has
returned to writing fiction, inspired by the people of Tucson, his adopted home town.
Contributions:
Why Jesus Santos Didn't Lose His Faith -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Shannon Jose-Riz
I am a fourth-year business student at the Gustavson School of Business at the
University of Victoria. Although I am interested in social media and organizational
development in terms of my career, I still pursue writing as it is a huge passion of
mine, and I think life is simply too short to put yourself in a box! I think grated
cheese and cherry tomatoes are some of the great small pleasures in life. I also love
to travel, play guitar, sing, cook, run – anything that helps me live life in colour.
Contributions:
Cracking Open Snow Peas on the Promenade by the Drava -- Issue Number 9, July
2016
Karen Kachra
Karen Kachra is a published and award-winning author and scholar. Most recently
her poetry has appeared in Geist and FreeFall Magazine and her short fiction in
Prick of the Spindle. She teaches literature courses at Seneca College, where she is
also the Program Coordinator for the Bachelor of Interdisciplinary Studies. She
nourishes her spirit by hiking in the woods with her two children.
Website: www.karenkachra.com
Contributions:
Coyotes and River Nymphs -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Holly Keeler
I currently work as a team manager in a long term care facility in Saskatoon. I enjoy
living in Saskatoon with my husband and three daughters. I am a member of the
Saskatoon Writer's Coop as well as the Saskatchewan Writers' Guild. I am involved
in a writing group in Saskatoon that meet every two weeks to write and critique each
other's work and arrange yearly workshops with Saskatchewan poets. I recently had
a poem published in the Saskatchewan Writers' Guild Volume Seven, October 2011
issue of Spring.
Contributions:
Life Under the War Memorial Bandstand: An Amputated Labour Day Sonata -Issue Number 5, July 2012
Richard Kelly Kemick
Richard Kelly Kemick is originally from Calgary, Alberta. A graduate of the
University of British Columbia, he is currently studying at the University of New
Brunswick in Fredericton. Richard has been published or has work forthcoming in
The Feathertale Review, The Fiddlehead, Foothill Poetry, Prairie Fire, Prairie
Journal, QWERTY, and Vallum. He also won first place in Grain’s 2013 Short Grain
poetry contest.
Contributions:
The 12 Aspects of Tragedy in Wolves Hunting -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Shannon Kernaghan
Shannon Kernaghan has two published books – a collection of short stories and a
business reference. Her stories appear in anthologies, journals, and magazines. For
six years she wrote a weekly column for the Red Deer Advocate. More at her
personal website. Opa!
Website: www.shannonkernaghan.com
Contributions:
Last Chance for Icons -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Jonas Kiedrowski
Though not quite forty, at times Jonas Kiedrowski is a seventy-year-old crank.
Contributions:
RE: Improving Saskatoon by purging undesirables from downtown -- Issue Number
9, July 2016
Steve Klepetar
Steve Klepetar’s work has appeared widely and has received several nominations for
the Puschcart Prize and Best of the Net. His latest collections are Speaking to the
Field Mice (Sweatshoppe Publications) and Blue Season (with Joseph Lisowski,
mgv2>publishing).
Contributions:
Waiting -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
D. Krauss
D. Krauss was born in Germany, adopted by a military family, and so became a US
citizen in a roundabout way. He lived in Oklahoma and Alabama, somehow ending
up in New Jersey where he lived every single Bruce Springsteen song. He joined the
USAF and stayed twenty years longer than he expected. He has been: cotton picker,
sod buster, a painter of roads, surgical orderly, weatherman (yes, a weatherman),
librarian, a special agent, and a counterterrorist analyst. Dâ€™s been married over
36 years (yep, same woman) and has a wildman bass guitarist for a son.
Contributions:
The Managing of Others' Lives -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Alice Kuipers
Alice Kuipers was born in London, England. She moved to Saskatoon in 2003. She
has short stories published in magazines and produced by CBC radio. Her first novel,
Life on the Refrigerator Door, is published in 27 countries.
Contributions:
Wrapped in the Arms of the Holy Land -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Mercedes Lawry
I've been publishing poetry for about thirty years in such journals as Poetry, Rhino,
Puerto del Sol, Folio, New Madrid, Seattle Review, Nimrod, and Crab Creek
Review. My chapbook There are Crows in My Blood was published by Pudding
House in 2007 and my chapbook Happy Darkness was released by Finishing Line
Press this past summer. I've received honors from the Seattle Arts Commission, Jack
Straw Foundation, Artist Trust, and Richard Hugo House. I've also published fiction
as well as stories and poems for children. Originally from Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania,
I've lived in Seattle for over thirty years.
Contributions:
The Refuge of a Hill Town -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Amanda Leduc
I am a novelist and essayist currently located in Hamilton, Ontario. My essays and
stories have appeared in The Rumpus, ELLE Canada, Filling Station, Prairie Fire,
and others. My novel, THE MIRACLES OF ORDINARY MEN, was published this
past May by Toronto’s ECW Press.
Deborah Leiter
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Events in Deborah's life, together with her lifelong
addiction to words, have stimulated in her a great
interest in what happens when words, particularly
creative words, hit the online environment. And so,
after seven years spent, not in Tibet, but working for
a division of HarperCollins Publishers, mostly with
web content and information architecture, and a year
spent studying at the University of Saskatchewan, she
was delighted to wake up one day to discover she was
managing editor of TFR. Deborah, who received her
BA in English and a minor in journalism from Calvin College in Grand Rapids,
Michigan, spends a chunk of her time studying what T. S. Eliot and Henry David
Thoreau have written about simplicity and "the good life" for her MA thesis. When
she's not hammering away at Walden and Four Quartets (works she finds
increasingly relevant in a world of information overload), she can often be found
writing fiction or blogging about how technology affects communication and
creativity in the English language. In the past few years, she's also served as Book
Review Editor of NightsAndWeekends.com and as web editor of the now-defunct
WorkingPOET e-zine. She has published poetry, book reviews, journalism, and
creative non-fiction both online and in print venues, and is seeking a home for her
first novel manuscript.
Contributions:
Editors' Note -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Susan Lemprière
Originally from Ontario, Susan Lemprière now lives in Quebec where she works
professionally as a translator. Her most recent literary translation appeared in carte
blanche (fall 2012). She is also a writer, working on a collection of short stories.
Contributions:
Where a tadpole breaks the skin of the water -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Desmond Lindo
Now approaching his 75th birthday, Desmond Lindo has taken to passing himself off
as an Author, Playwright, and Raconteur. He was born in Jamaica and somehow
managed to sneak into Canada in 1957. Possessed of a modesty commensurate to his
talents, he has managed to avoid notice on the Canadian literary scene. He has
written or begun works in several genres, with publication coming his way only
through the short pieces of humour he gave away or sold for a pittance. The damn
fool once aspired to win the Stephen Leacock Memorial Award for Humour but has
abandoned that quest for reasons you are advised not to ask him about.
Contributions:
My People Shall Be Thy People -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Holly Luhning
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Holly Luhning is a PhD candidate in the Department
of English at the University of Saskatchewan. Her
poetry has appeared in literary journals and
anthologies, and has been broadcast on CBC radio.
She is the author of Sway (Thistledown, 2003) and a
chapbook, Plush (JackPine, 2006).
Contributions:
Editors' Note -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
'Luck hassles the strung kite.' Strung by Brecken
Rose Hancock -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Editors' Note -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Jeanette Lynes
Jeanette Lynes is the author of three collections of poetry. She is currently writer in
residence at Saskatoon Public Library.
Contributions:
The Fine Art of Collage or; T.S. Eliot Hits the Mosh Pit: Curio: Grotesques and
Satires from the Electronic Age by Elizabeth Bachinsky -- Issue Number 1, April
2006
Three Triolets For A Friend Trying Out Internet Dating -- Issue Number 1, April
2006
Musing in Work Boots -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Leah MacLean-Evans
Leah MacLean-Evans is an Ottawa writer whose prose has appeared in The Globe
and Mail and On Spec Magazine. In her undergrad she researched psycholinguistics
and, unrelatedly, met a bunch of cool poets. Her MFA thesis at the University of
Saskatchewan is a novel set in Ottawa and featuring a talking cat, an urban deer, and
a bunch of women.
Contributions:
Cheeky Monkey, Or the Strangest Sentence on My Hard Drive -- Issue Number 9,
July 2016
Cyndi MacMillan
Cyndi MacMillan is a writer who lives in New Hamburg, Ontario, home of North
America’s largest working waterwheel. Her stories have appeared in the Kitchener
Citizen and the Record. She attempts to give equal attention to her poetry, short
fiction, and novel-in-progress with the support of her husband and young daughter.
Contributions:
Cabinet Card, 1884 -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Nico Mara-McKay
Nico Mara-McKay is a writer living in Toronto. Her work has appeared in numerous
journals and magazines, most recently in Broken Pencil, The Antigonish Review and
Contemporary Verse 2. She can be found on Twitter @plutopsyche.
Website: nicomaramckay.com
Contributions:
Cut -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Dave Margoshes
Dave Margoshes is a fiction writer and poet who lives in Regina. His poetry and
stories are widely published in Canadian literary magazines. His new book of poetry,
The Horse Knows the Way, came out last fall. "Mona Lisa 1998" is part of another
collection, Dimensions of an Orchard, to be published in 2010. Another book of
poetry, Purity of Absence, came out in 2001. A story collection, Bix's Trumpet and
Other Stories, won Book of the Year at the 2007 Saskatchewan Book Awards.
Contributions:
Bat Mitzvah -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Jesus at Ten -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Mona Lisa 1998 -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Brooklyn, 1952 -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Derek Mascarenhas
Derek Mascarenhas is a graduate of the University of Toronto School of Continuing
Studies Creative Writing Program, a finalist and runner up for the school's Penguin
Random House of Canada Student Award for Fiction, and a nominee for the 2015
Marina Nemat Award. He has works published or forthcoming in The Dalhousie
Review, Switchback, and The Antigonish Review. He is presently working on a
linked short story collection, Coconut Dreams, and a novel.
Contributions:
Learn to Care -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Shannon McConnell
Shannon McConnell is a writer, teacher, and musician from Vancouver, British
Columbia. Shannon’s fiction and poetry has appeared in the University of the Fraser
Valley’s Literary and Arts Magazine, Louden Singletree. Her writing explores mental
illness, relationships, mortality, the Pacific Northwest, and the 1990s punk/grunge
scene in Seattle. Shannon is currently living in Saskatoon working on her Masters of
Fine Arts in Writing at the University of Saskatchewan.
Contributions:
Gum Wall -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Snap -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Tyler McCreary
Tyler McCreary is a Master's student in Geography at the University of
Saskatchewan. His thesis research explores racial constructions of the Canadian
prairies and how they are contested by anti-racist education.
Contributions:
'you have to name the silence': Songs to Kill a Wîhtikow by Neal McLeod -- Issue
Number 1, April 2006
Karen McElrea
Karen McElrea's poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Grain, Arc, Event,
Wascana Review, The Prairie Journal, The Dalhousie Review, The Nashwaak
Review, Vallum and echolocation, in Body Language (Black Moss Press, 2003), and
on Winnipeg buses for Poetry in Motion.
Contributions:
Landlorn -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Cassidy McFadzean
Cassidy McFadzean is completing an MA in English and creative writing at the
University of Regina. She is currently writing a collection of poems inspired by the
Old English riddles of the Exeter Book, which infuse the non-human world with life
and often speech. Her writing has appeared in CV2.
Contributions:
I spy a pair of eyes: a riddle -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Lisa McNally
Contributions:
Visibly Vulnerable -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Fred Meissner
Long ago, Fred Meissner decided to "live life to the fullest" by playing at writing and
working as a high school English teacher; having enjoyed some success in both areas,
he will eventually retire from teaching, build a papier-mache glider from his
rejection slips, and soar peacefully into Oblivion's misty realms. He has a few recent
publishing credits, including Ascent Aspirations, Electro-Twaddle, Armada
Quarterly, Poetry Canada, and a broadside for Rubicon Press. As well, Cezanne's
Carrot, Toward the Light, Horizon Magazine, and Inscribed have each published
one of his personal essays.
Contributions:
Moose Thoughts -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Christina Mengert
Christina Mengert holds an MFA from Brown University and is pursuing her PhD in
Creative Writing at Denver University. Her poems have appeared in Salt, American
Letters and Commentary, Aufgabe, and Phoebe, among other journals. Her first
manuscript, The Last Night of Polaris, has twice been a National Poetry Series
Finalist.
Contributions:
Epithalamion 2 -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Dianne Miller
Dianne Miller divides her time between Saskatoon, where she teaches at the
university, and her farm in Nova Scotia. She has published poems in the Amethyst
Review, Grain, and The Antigonish Review. She is a member of the writers' group
Sisters' Ink. Her poetry explores, among other things, the slippage between memory
and history.
Email: dianne.miller@usask.ca
Contributions:
The visit -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Richard Milligan

Picture of Milligan

Richard Milligan does ecological fieldwork in the
summer and studies 18th century travel writing the
rest of the time in pursuit of a Masters in English at
the University of Saskatchewan.
Contributions:
'you have to name the silence': Songs to Kill a
Wîhtikow by Neal McLeod -- Issue Number 1, April
2006
Sonnet Mondal
Sonnet Mondal writes from Kolkata and is the founder of The Enchanting Verses
Literary Review. He has authored eight books of poetry and has read at Struga
Poetry Evenings, Macedonia, 2014; Uskudar International Poetry Festival, Istanbul,
2015; and the International Poetry Festival of Granada, Nicaragua, 2016.
He has been a featured writer at the International Writing Program, University of
Iowa’s Silk Routes Project and his latest works have appeared in The McNeese
Review, Sheepshead Review, Clackamas Literary Review, Two Thirds North, and
Sanskrit Literary-Arts Magazine. Most recently his poems in Slovenian translation
have been aired at the Literary Nokturno program of the Public Radio and Television
of Slovenia. His poetry has been translated into Hindi, Italian, Slovenian, Slovakian,
Chinese, Turkish, Macedonian, Bengali, and Arabic.
Website: www.sonnetmondal.com
Contributions:
April and My Plastic Sunflowers -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Dan Murphy
Dan Murphy is a retired educator and an author who splits his time between Tilting,
Fogo Island, and Corner Brook, Newfoundland and Labrador. He has co-authored
eleven books that include environmental science textbooks and canoe and sea kayak
paddling guides. Dan is completing his third volume of poetry and is in the process
of seeking publishers. His poetry has appeared in Quills: Canadian Poetry
Magazine, Rabbit Tales, Paragon IV & V, Red River Journal, The Tilting
Expatriate, and The Scaldy Detail Anthology (Scallta Media, Wexford Ireland), and
recently an anthology of his work was published in Humber Mouths 2 released
during the 2010 April Rabbit. In 2011 he received a Newfoundland and Labrador
Arts and Letters award for poetry.
Contributions:
Liturgy -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
James B. Nicola
James B. Nicola, winner of three poetry awards and recipient of one Rhysling and
two Pushcart nominations, has published 400 poems in Atlanta Review, Tar River,
Texas Review, etc. A Yale grad and stage director by profession, his book Playing the
Audience won a Choice Award. A first full-length collection, Manhattan Plaza, is
scheduled for release in 2014.
Contributions:
Context and Perspective -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Melanie Oberg
Melanie is first year English Master’s student at the University of Victoria. She
obtained her Bachelor’s degree, with Honours, at UBCO. She was born and raised in
Trail B.C.
Contributions:
Michelangelo -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Nicole Pakan
Nicole Pakan is an active member of the Edmonton (Canada) literary community,
performing and organizing events around the city. She is the Co-Editor for the
international online and print literary journal DailyHaiku. Her recent publication
credits include poems in Filling Station, The Prairie Journal, Other Voices,
Notebook magazine, Misunderstandings Magazine, The Toronto Quarterly and
Blue Skies Poetry. She was short-listed for the CV2 2-day poem contest for 2008 and
was the winner of the 2009 Edmonton CBC Poetry Faceoff.
Contributions:
Bullets or Glass -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Jared Pearce
Jared Pearce teaches writing and literature at William Penn University. Some of his
poems will soon be or have recently been shared in DIAGRAM, Asymptote,
Harbinger Asylum, Corvus, East Coast Ink, and Dark Matter.
Contributions:
Is Just a Dream, Dream, Dream -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Charlie Peters
Charlie Peters is a writer from Saskatoon, Saskatchewan. He is currently completing
a Bachelors of Fine Arts in Acting at the University of Saskatchewan. His work has
been published in In Medias Res and Windscript (a publication of the Saskatchewan
Writers' Guild).
Contributions:
Pigeon on a London Street -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Nick Pincumbe
Nick Pincumbe, 25, is currently an MFA candidate at the University of Alabama. "Q
and A" is his first creative nonfiction publication and despite its exploration of the
uncomfortable state of modern male bonding, hopefully it shows he loves his parents
very much.
Contributions:
QandA -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Kenneth Pobo
Kenneth Pobo has a new chapbook out from Eastern Point Press called Placemats.
His work has appeared in Grain, Windsor Review, Indiana Review, Nimrod,
Dalhousie Review, and elsewhere.
Contributions:
Wandawoowoo Learns to Skate -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Michael Prior
I am a writer living in British Columbia where I work at a bookstore and attend the
University of British Columbia. I have just recently started to submit my work. My
poems have appeared or are forthcoming in Qwerty, The Antigonish Review and
Contemporary Verse 2.
Contributions:
The Four Humours -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Paula Jane Remlinger
Paula Jane Remlinger graduated from the M.A. program in the U of S English
Department; her thesis was on the poetry of Saskatchewan author John V. Hicks.
She has been previously published in In Medias Res and Backyard Ashes, and is the
author of two teacher guides published by Thistledown Press. She also has work
forthcoming in the Hagios Press anthology Fast Forward: New Saskatchewan
Poets. She lives in Saskatoon with her husband Trent and her diabolical black cat,
Dickens.
Contributions:
Burnt Sienna -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Autumn Richardson
Autumn Richardson is from northwestern Ontario. Her writing draws upon
landscape, ritual, and memory. She lives in Cumbria, England, and is the co-founder
of Corbel Stone Press, publishing texts, music, and art informed by landscape,
folklore, ecology, history, and animism. Recent publications can be found in
Contemporary Verse 2, Room, Carte Blanche, Reliquiae, and Earthlines Magazine.
Contributions:
Aperture -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Jael Richardson
Contributions:
Stone Walls and Molassess -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Anthony Rintala
Anthony Rintala, nerd, recently returned from a three-decade tour of the American
South and is currently hiding out in southern Indiana, where he teaches, grooms his
beard, and waits for the signal. He will know the signal. His work has most recently
been published in New Plains Review, Kudzu Magazine, Muse: A Quarterly
Journal, Ishaan Literary Review, Oklahoma Review, Copperfield Review, A Few
Lines Magazine, Mad Hatter’s Review, Foundling Review, Muddy River, Penwood
Review, St. Ann’s Review, and Sakura Review.
Contributions:
The Tree -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Kim Roberts
Kim Roberts is the author of two books of poems, most recently The Kimnama
(Vrzhu Press, 2007). She edits the acclaimed online journal Beltway Poetry
Quarterly, and lives in Washington, DC.
Contributions:
IUDs -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
James Romanow
Contributions:
The Hack's Progress -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Michael C. Rush
Michael C. Rush currently splits his time between northern Arizona and upstate New
York, and has most recently published poems in Blue Fifth Review (forthcoming),
The Istanbul Review, Penumbra Magazine, Four and Twenty, Scholars & Rogues
Literary Review, and Picayune Magazine.
Contributions:
Elegy for Edges -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Jenny Ryan
Originally from Ontario, Jenny Ryan is currently finding her way in Saskatoon as a
writer caught up in the career of a Children's Librarian. A longtime fan of Dorothy
Parker's, Miss Ryan recently purchased her first cloche hat.
Contributions:
Mrs. Parker Has Accidents -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Lorelie Gerwing Sarauer
Lorelie Gerwing Sarauer is a writer and artist living in Saskatoon, SK. She's attracted
to narrative, which she expresses through her drawings and paintings, as well as her
writing. She's currently enrolled in the new Master's of Fine Arts in Writing program
at the University of Saskatchewan and hopes to graduate in the fall of 2013.
Contributions:
Mindful -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Mindful -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Richard Scarsbrook
I am the author of the books Cheeseburger Subversive, Featherless Bipeds, Destiny's
Telescope, and The Monkeyface Chronicles, which have been short-listed for the
CLA Book of the Year Award (twice), the Stellar Book Prize, and ReLit Award, and
the OLA White Pine Award (twice), which I won in 2011 for The Monkeyface
Chronicles. My prize-winning poems and short stories have been published widely. I
teach creative writing courses at George Brown College and The Humber School for
Writers.
Contributions:
These are not Metaphors (These were not Dreams) -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Ole Schenk
Ole Schenk lives in Saskatoon and works on completing his M.A. thesis in English,
on historical fiction and hermeneutics. He is passionate about literature in all its
genres. Ole enjoys animated dialogue, continental philosophy, jogging by the river,
playing guitar with friends who will sing with him, and preaching occasionally in
church.
Contributions:
John Livingstone Clark — "Man Reading 'Woman Reading in Bath'" -- Issue
Number 4, May 2010
Jeff Schiff
In addition to Mixed Diction (Mammoth books, 2009) Jeff Schiff is author of
Anywhere in this Country (Mammoth Press), The Homily of Infinitude
(Pennsylvania Review Press), The Rats of Patzcuaro (Poetry Link), Resources for
Writing About Literature (HarperCollins), and Burro Heart (Mammoth Books). His
work has appeared internationally in more than seventy periodicals, including
Grand Street, The Ohio Review, Poet & Critic, The Louisville Review, Tendril,
Pembroke Magazine, Carolina Review, Chicago Review, Hawaii Review, Southern
Humanities Review, River City, Indiana Review, and The Southwest Review. He
has taught at Columbia College Chicago since 1987.
Contributions:
Self Portrait with Forecast -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Jonathan Sherman
Jonathan Sherman is a recent graduate of the Master's program at the U of S. His
areas of study include hip-hop aesthetics, visual poetry, and internment literature.
He currently resides in Saskatoon.
Contributions:
Breaking the Cycle of Innocence in Michael Kenyon's The Beautiful Children --

Issue Number 4, May 2010
Hilary Sideris
I have an MFA from The University of Iowa Writers' Workshop. My work has
appeared or is forthcoming in journals such as Arts & Letters, Cimarron Review,
Confrontation, Connecticut Review, The Evansville Review, Green Mountains
Review, Grey Sparrow, Gulf Coast, Mid-American Review, The Normal School
Magazine, Poet Lore, Tar River Poetry, Willow Review, and Women's Studies
Quarterly, among many others. My first and third chapbooks, The Orange Juice is
Over and Gold & Other Fish, have been published by Finishing Line Press, and my
second chapbook, Baby, was published by Pudding House Press. I live in Brooklyn
and work for The City University of New York, where I'm responsible for creating
and coordinating programs for English language learners and nontraditional college
students.
Contributions:
Dandelion -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Heather -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Shauna Singh Baldwin
Shauna Singh Baldwin's first novel What the Body Remembers, the story of two
women in a polygamous marriage in occupied India, received the Commonwealth
Prize for Best Book (Canada-Caribbean). English Lessons and Other Stories received
the Friends of American Writers prize. Her second novel, The Tiger Claw, was a
finalist for Canada's Giller Prize. Shauna's awards include the 1995 Writer's Union of
Canada Award for short prose and the 1997 Canadian Literary Award. We Are Not in
Pakistan, her second collection of short stories, was a Quill and Quire Book of the
Year 2007. She is currently working on a novel.
Website: www.shaunasinghbaldwin.com
Contributions:
I Never Knew When I Arrived in this Country -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Glen Sorestad
Glen Sorestad is a well known Saskatoon poet, a Life Member of The League of
Canadian Poets and was Saskatchewan's first Poet Laureate (2000-2004). He is the
author of more than 15 books of poetry, the most recent Blood & Bone, Ice & Stone
(Thistledown, 2005). His poems have been translated into several languages,
including Finnish and Slovene; his poetry has appeared in over 40 anthologies and
textbooks, as well as literary magazines and e-zines all over North America and in
Europe.
Contributions:
Morning Declaration -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Presences/Absences -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Michael Spring
Michael Spring lives and works in London. He is a director of a design and marketing
company and an award-winning copywriter. For some years now, he has been
writing short fiction, a gesture of admiration to some of the masters of story-telling.
His work has been broadcast on BBC radio, and has appeared in magazines in the US
and Canada as well as in the UK.
Contributions:
Finding Julie -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Greg Stacey
Originally from Edmonton, Greg is a neuroscience grad student living in Montreal.
He enjoys losing at chess, trips back to Edmonton, and watching good movies.
Contributions:
enough -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
The new place -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Scott T. Starbuck
Thomas Rain Crowe wrote about Scott T. Starbuck’s latest book, forthcoming from
Fomite Press, “Industrial Oz may just be the most cogent and sustained collection of
quality eco-activist poetry ever written in this culture, this country.” Activist Bill
McKibben wrote, “Industrial Oz is . . . rousing, needling, haunting.” Starbuck was a
2014 Friends of William Stafford Scholar at the “Speak Truth to Power” FOR
Seabeck Conference, and will be a 2015 writer-in-residence at Playa near Summer
Lake, Oregon. He blogs at riverseek.blogspot.com.
Website: riverseek.blogspot.com
Contributions:
Houses on Siletz Spitz -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
J.J. Steinfeld
Poet, fiction writer, and playwright J. J. Steinfeld lives on Prince Edward Island,
where he is patiently waiting for Godot's arrival and a phone call from Kafka. While
waiting, he has published fourteen books, including Should the Word Hell Be
Capitalized? (Stories, Gaspereau Press), Would You Hide Me?(Stories, Gaspereau
Press), An Affection for Precipices (Poetry, Serengeti Press), Misshapenness (Poetry,
Ekstasis Editions), and A Glass Shard and Memory (Stories, Recliner Books). His
short stories and poems have appeared in numerous anthologies and periodicals
internationally, and over forty of his one-act plays and a handful of full-length plays
have been performed in Canada and the United States.
Contributions:
Other Skies in Other Places -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Susan Stenson
Susan Stenson is a poet living in Victoria.
Contributions:
Still Life -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Francine Sterle
Francine Sterle lives in northeastern Minnesota and is the author of a chapbook, The
White Bridge (Poetry Harbor, 1999), as well as two full-length collections: Every
Bird is One Bird (Tupelo Press, 2001) and Nude in Winter (forthcoming from Tupelo
Press in 2006).
Contributions:
Self-Portrait -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
Jennifer Still
Jennifer Still's first book of poetry, Saltations, was nominated for three
Saskatchewan Book Awards in 2006. Her poetry has appeared in numerous
Canadian literary journals and anthologies including Fast Forward: Saskatchewan's
New Poets. Jennifer is the regional winner of the 2008 CBC Poetry Face-Off and is
currently writing up a flurry in Eastend, SK, with her family.
Contributions:
Writing 'the gaps between what really happens:' Phobic, by Triny Finlay -- Issue
Number 2, April 2007
Boathouse -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Dream Room -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Reed Stirling
Reed Stirling lives in Cowichan Bay, BC, and writes when not painting landscapes, or
travelling, or taking coffee at Bo's, a local caf where physics and metaphysics clash
daily. Recent work has appeared in a variety of publications including The
Nashwaak Review, The Valley Voice, Senior Living, Island Writer, Maple Tree
Literary Supplement, and Out Of The Warm Land II and III, StepAway Magazine,
The Eloquent Atheist, PaperPlates, and The Danforth Review.
Contributions:
Song of the Cicadas -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Fraser Sunderland
I was born in Glasgow in 1975 and raised in Mississauga. I graduated from Sheridan
College’s animation program in 1998, which led me to live and work in Salt Lake
City, Halifax, Toronto, Sudbury, and Hamilton. I’ve worked in the video-game and
television industries for companies both mammoth and minuscule. My favourite way
to play hard will always be behind a drum kit.
Contributions:
The Power of Drums -- Issue Number 8, June 2015
Margaret Thompson
Margaret Thompson came to Canada in 1967 and taught English at secondary and
post-secondary levels until 1998. Her publishing credits include Squaring the
Round, a collection of prose and poetry on the early history of Fort St. James; Hide
and Seek (Caitlin, 1996); Eyewitness(Ronsdale, 2000), a YA novel that won a
BC2000 Book Award; Fox Winter (Hodgepog, 2003); and two essay collections,
Knocking on the Moonlit Door (NeWest, 2004), and Adrift on the Ark (Brindle &
Glass, 2009) as well as contributions to literary magazines and four anthologies. She
is a Past President of the Federation of BC Writers, and lives in Victoria, BC.
Contributions:
Patience, Hope, and Other Deadly Virtues -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Will Tinkham
Will Tinkham has published short fiction most recently in D-Day 68th Anniversary
Anthology (mgversion2>datura press), Skive Magazine: Americana, mgv2_69:
Fifty Stars and A Maple Leaf, Wilderness House Literary Review, A Small Good
Magazine, and Talkin' Blues (2010 B.J. Rolfzen Award). "The Only Good Indian" is
an excerpt from an as-yet-unpublished novel.
Website: willtinkham.blogspot.com
Contributions:
The Only Good Indian -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Tom Tracey
Contributions:
A Smiling Phiz for Hindlegs -- Issue Number 4, May 2010
Yi-Mei Tsiang
Yi-Mei Tsiang lives in Kingston, Ontario. She has previously published poetry in The
New Quarterly, Room of One's Own, Qwerty, and Echolocation.
Contributions:
Sutemi Waza -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
James Tyner
James Tyner has been writing for only a few years, and still considers himself new to
poetry. In that short time, he has won the Andres Montoya Scholarship, the Larry
Levis Prize, the Ernesto Trejo Poetry Prize, and the Coal Hill Review Chapbook
contest. His thesis, a book of poetry titled Baptized in Dirt, was voted most
outstanding thesis of 2009 from California State University, Fresno. His writing
takes place in Los Angeles and the California Central Valley, the two places that
made him who he is. A struggling pacifist, Tyner writes poetry about the violentgang
world he came from and the effects of violence around him in order to help him
make sense of the world he lives in.
Contributions:
On Writing -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Jessica Van de Kemp
My work is forthcoming in Vallum Magazine. I am a member of the Ontario College
of Teachers and am currently pursuing an MA in Rhetoric and Communication
Design from the University of Waterloo.
Contributions:
Indigo Child -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
April Vázquez
I am a native of North Carolina and have a B.A. in Literature and Language from
UNC-Asheville and an M.A. in the Teaching of English from UNC-Charlotte. I
currently live in León, Guanajuato, Mexico, where I dedicate my time to
homeschooling my daughters.
Contributions:
Old Juan -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Dylan Wagman
My name is Dylan Wagman and I am a fifth year Creative Writing major at York
University. "The Skyline Circus" is part of a manuscript in progress that explores life
and death in the modern world. I have been published in The Flying Walrus and
won second prize in the Robbie Burns Poetry Contest 2011.
Contributions:
The Skyline Circus -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Matthew Walsh
Matthew Walsh is currently studying Creative Writing in UBC’S MFA program. His
work has been or will be featured in The Found Poetry Review, Carousel, Descant,
Existere, and Carte Blanche, and as part of the Halifax Commons Poetry Anthology.
His long poem “Cloud Grape” won the York University President’s Prize for poetry.
He is currently a member of Prism magazine’s editorial board.
Contributions:
Coelacanth -- Issue Number 7, June 2014
Lesley Washington
Lesley Washington lives and writes in Saskatoon. She is a member of the Saskatoon
Writers' Coop and the Saskatchewan Writers' Guild, and her poetry has been
published in Room and Spring.
Contributions:
Trace -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Jennifer Wynne Webber
Jennifer Wynne Webber is a novelist, playwright, former CBC journalist, and
sometime actor (Shakespeare on the Sask.; Arts Club Theatre, Vancouver; Centaur
Theatre, Montreal). She is the author of two books, a play, Beside Myself (2001), and
a novel, Defying Gravity (2000), which was nominated for three Saskatchewan
Book Awards including Book of the Year. A graduate in history from the U of S,
Jennifer is currently working on her MFA in Creative Writing through the University
of British Columbia.
Website: www.jenniferwebber.com
Contributions:
Criatura -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Christine Wessel
I am a thirty-something-year-old mother and teacher. My roles, and experiences,
inspire me to write. I am an avid reader who believes in the power of words, and in
the importance of chasing dreams. I reside in Peterborough with my daughter,
husband, and two cats.
Contributions:
Controlling the Masses -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Learning in spite -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Joanna M. Weston
Joanna M. Weston is married with three sons and two cats. She is a full-time writer
of poetry, short-stories, and poetry reviews. Her work has been published
internationally in journals, print and online, and anthologies. She has two middlereaders, The Willow Tree Girl and Those Blue Shoes, as well as a collection of poetry,
A Summer Father, published by Frontenac House of Calgary, all in print.
Contributions:
The Shell Collection -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Linda WhiteI am a retired teacher living in central east Alberta. I enjoy reading,
photography, and my dogs. I have published work in Transition Magazine, The
Edmonton Journal, Halcyon Magazine, and Twisted Tales.
Contributions:
As Good a Day as Any -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Anne Whitehouse
Anne Whitehouse is the author of poetry collections: The Surveyorâ€™s Hand,
Blessings and Curses, Bear in Mind, One Sunday Morning, and the forthcoming,
The Refrain. Her novel Fall Love is now available free as an ebook from Smashwords
and Feedbooks.
Website: www.annewhitehouse.com
Contributions:
Desecration -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Meagan Wohlberg
Meagan Wohlberg is an undergraduate student at the University of Saskatchewan,
pursuing a Double Honours B.A. in Philosophy and English. She is co-organizer of
the Saskatoon Anarchist Bookfair and many other free art and activist events. She
loves to give workshops on zine-making and self-publishing. One day, she will
complete a graphic novel on metaphysics. This is the first time her poetry has been
published anywhere.
Contributions:
Submerging -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Michele Yeager
Michele Yeager lives south of Moose Jaw on the second townsite of an alphabet line.
She shares the mayoralty of Buttress with her husband, assuming office in the even
years and serving a citizenry that consists of three horses, two dogs, twelve turtles,
an undetermined amount of cats and bats and birds, and a welcome but itinerant
population of relatives and friends. Michele and Bob enjoy riding, rock-hounding,
hunting, fishing, gardening, and watching the Riders and Vikings. Michele also
teaches, runs, and is proud to be a small part of organizing the annual Festival of
Words in Moose Jaw.
Contributions:
Hard Water Fishing -- Issue Number 6, June 2013
Daniel Yetman
Daniel Yetman is currently an English teacher in South Korea and graduated from
Dalhousie University in 2014. His short story “Mascara and Other Pretty Things” was
published earlier this year in Straylight magazine, and “Pieces of Beijing” will be
published in the spring edition of the Red Rock Review. He is enrolled in the MFA at
the University of Saskatchewan for 2016.
Contributions:
A Crow Named Ceres -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Jason Young
Jason Young is an undergraduate student at the University of Saskatchewan,
pursuing a degree in Civil Engineering. A Vancouver Film School trained
screenwriter, his first produced film, the award-winning "How to Disappear
Completely", premiered at the Cannes film festival in 2004.
Contributions:
Before the Gravity Stopped -- Issue Number 3, May 2008
Changming Yuan
Changming Yuan, (co-)author of Chansons of a Chinaman (2009) and Three Poets
(2011) as well as a four-time Pushcart nominee, grew up in rural China and
published several monographs before moving to Canada. With a Ph.D. in English
from the University of Saskatchewan, Yuan teaches independently in Vancouver and
has poetry appearing in 420 literary publications across 18 countries, including
Barrow Street, Best Canadian Poetry, BestNewPoemsOnline, CanLit, Grain,
London Magazine, LRC, Poetry Salzburg, Poetry Kanto, Queenâ€™s Quarterly and
Taj Mahal Review.
Contributions:
Worldy Affairs (6): Today's Special -- Issue Number 5, July 2012
Nicole A. Yurcaba
Nicole Yurcaba is a Ukrainian-American writer, an internationally recognized poet,
and an English instructor at Bridgewater College. She has been published in venues
such as The Atlanta Review, The Bluestone Review, the Philomathean Society,
Midway Journal, Still: The Journal, The Tishman Review, Vox Poetica, and many
others. Yurcaba is also the 2nd place winner of Australia’s Sans Frontieres
Hemingway Contest and a finalist for Salem College’s International Poetry Rita Dove
Award. Her chapbook Hollow Bottles is forthcoming from Red Dashboard Press in
Fall 2016.
Contributions:
The Forest, 24 October 2015 -- Issue Number 9, July 2016
Kevin Ziegler
Kevin Ziegler is a recent graduate of Queen's University's Master's Program. Before
moving to Kingston he spent four years in Saskatoon completing his undergraduate
degree in English at the University of Saskatchewan. His primary areas of interest
are graphic narrative, cultural studies, and contemporary Canadian short stories.
Contributions:
'An Unromantic Story' Once in a Blue Moon: An Artist's Life by Marie Elyse St.
George -- Issue Number 2, April 2007
Lindsay Zier-Vogel
Lindsay Zier-Vogel is a poet, choreographer and arts-educator in Toronto. Her work
has been recently published in Room of One's Own, Grain and filling Station, among
other literary journals. She is the co-coordinator of the Toronto Small Press Book
Fair and also a founding member of Tuesday, a Toronto-based writing collective
involved in collaborative and multidisciplinary projects. Zier-Vogel is also the
founding editor of Puddle Press, an independent press that focuses on the intimate
and invested experience between relationship between reader and book and
author/creator. Zier-Vogel is a Master's Student in the University of Toronto's
Creative Writing program.
Contributions:
Postures, 5 -- Issue Number 1, April 2006
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